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Prologue
Note from the Editor 
This is the first published study to address the Nordbahnhof 
area’s Holocaust history and forms a critical part of the 
independent research and curatorial programme, The 
Nordbahnhof Project: www.bloodmountain.org/nordbahnhof 

At the time of publication, there is no commemoration of 
the victims of the deportations onsite or published plans for 
such future acknowledgement. We hope this report makes 
a worthy contribution towards recognising this critical and 
hitherto undocumented history of the Nordbahnhof area. 
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 Source 1.01  Map of  Vienna 

Above caption in translation: The location of Vienna’s North Train Station and Aspang Station
according to the timetable of the Reich train directory of Vienna, valid from 

02 November 1942 | German Technical Museum, Berlin

1. Historical Overview
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Facts and Data: The Nordbahnhof Station
 
Contrary to Germany, where the Jewish population was deported from several different cities, the 
central place of deportation of the Jewish population of Austria was Vienna. After the majority of the 
Jewish population had been deported in the years 1941-1942 from Aspangbahnhof station 01, smaller 
individual transports continued between 1943 and 1945 from the Nordbahnhof station. Most of the 
deportees during this time were people defined as Jewish by Nazi racial laws, who had not been 
deported earlier because they were formerly protected by an “Aryan” spouse or parent, or held a 
foreign citizenship. If the protection ended due to divorce or death of the “Aryan” spouse or parent, 
they were put on the next transport. Other deportation transports – particularly in 1943 – also included 
staff members of the former Jewish community (“Council of Elders”) who were reduced in numbers on 
the order of the authorities. There were also transports of people of foreign citizenship as soon as the 
diplomatic protection ended due to events of the war. Nordbahnhof was also the major deportation 
location of the Gestapo. People defined Jewish, who were arrested by the Gestapo were deported 
from Nordbahnhof to Auschwitz in small or single transports starting in 1940. Many were arrested for 
alleged crimes – i.e. defying the discriminatory anti-Jewish laws, such as wearing the stigmatising 
yellow star or buying foods (meat, eggs or milk) forbidden to Jews. In addition, people who had 
previously “gone into hiding” were deported immediately upon capture.02

Deportations from Nordbahnhof: Transports and Victims Numbers 

The total number of Jewish deportees from the Nordbahnhof in Vienna is estimated between 3,244 
and 3,248. Most of them were deported during the years 1943-1945. Between 2,141 and 2,145 
of these deportees were Jews from Austria.03 The other victims comprised an exceptionally large 
transport of Hungarian Jewish forced labourers and people of other nationalities, who had been 
captured and deported from Vienna. The total number of survivors from these Nordbahnhof transports 
is at best an educated estimate, undermined by the scarceness of existing data. Furthermore, the 
number of survivors - estimated between 1,561 and 1,693 people - includes the transport of 1,073 
Hungarian forced labourers in March 1945, who arrived in Theresienstadt/Terezín shortly before the 
end of the war at a time when deportations to Auschwitz had already stopped. Of the estimated 2,156 
- 2,160 people deported from Nordbahnhof between 1940 until the end of 1944, only between 488 
and 620 survivors have been verified.04     

01. Situated away from main railway routes, arterial roads and pedestrian traffic, the Aspang station was most likely chosen for its 
strategically quiet location.

02. Dieter J. Hecht / Eleonore Lappin-Eppel / Michaela Raggam-Blesch, Topographie der Shoah. Gedächtnisorte des
zerstörten jüdischen Wien, Vienna, 2018, 473-485. Joseph Walk (Hg.), Das Sonderrecht für die Juden im NS-Staat. Eine Sammlung 
der gesetzlichen Maßnahmen und Richtlinien – Inhalt und Bedeutung, Heidelberg/Karlsruhe 1981, 312, 343, 363, 368, 378, 380, 
387.

03. The exact number is difficult to evaluate, since there might have been some among the transports from Nordbahnhof who had 
been deported from Vienna, but were of different nationalities such as the 30 people caught at the Swiss border from Slovakia. 
These 30 have already been subtracted from the estimated number of Austrian Jewish deportees.

04. Data see: Jonny Moser, Österreich, in: Wolfgang Benz, Dimension des Völkermords. Die Zahl der jüdischen Opfer des 
Nationalsozialismus, Munich 1996, 72-92. Institut Theresienstädter Initiative (eds.), Theresienstädter Gedenkbuch. Österreichische 
Jüdinnen und Juden in Theresienstadt 1942-1945, Prague 2005. Alfred Gottwaldt / Diana Schulle, Die „Judendeportationen“ aus 
dem Deutschen Reich 1941-1945, Wiesbaden 2005. These numbers also include transports from Nordbahnhof of approximately 
200 people on 15, 16 and 17 November 1941 to Opole, which are documented for the first time in the course of this research. 
Joseph Löwenherz Collection, IKG Wien Memos 1938–1940, Leo Baeck Institute, AR 25055. See footnote 5.
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Destinations of Deportation Trains 
 
Deportations from Nordbahnhof were either destined for Theresienstadt/Terezín or Auschwitz. One 
exception was discovered in the course of this research.05 The Nordbahnhof was also the major 
deportation location of the Gestapo. People defined as Jewish and arrested by the Gestapo, were 
deported from Nordbahnhof to Auschwitz in small or single transports as early as 1940-1942.06 
According to Jonny Moser - Austrian Holocaust historian and a pioneer in establishing a demography 
of the Jewish population during the Nazi years - the first deportation of Jewish prisoners from 
Nordbahnhof to Auschwitz took place in 1940. In the course of that year, a total number of three 
people were deported from Nordbahnhof to Auschwitz in single transports as "protected prisoners" 
(“Schutzhäftlinge”).07 In contrast, Theresienstadt/Terezín was considered a privileged deportation 
destination, reserved for the elderly, former members of the Jewish community, decorated war 
heroes and members of “mixed marriages”, whose protected status was dissolved due to divorce or 
the death of the “Aryan” spouse. Nevertheless, large number of those deported to Theresienstadt/
Terezín were later transferred to Auschwitz and other death camps. Others, particularly the elderly and 
former inhabitants of Jewish old age homes, perished there shortly after arrival, due to terrible living 
conditions and dire hygiene standards.08  

Total Number of Austrian Victims of the Holocaust
 
During the years 1941 to 1942, between 45,451 und 45,656 people were deported from 
Aspangbahnhof. In addition to the total number of 1,584 Jewish male deportees to Nisko in 1939, 
between 47,035 and 47,240 were deported from Aspangbahnhof station. The total number of 
Jewish deportees from Austria during the years of Nazi persecution – including the transports 
from Nordbahnhof – is therefore estimated between 49,176 and 49,385. In addition, concentration 
camp prisoners from Dachau, Buchenwald and Mauthausen must also be included in the total 
number of Jewish Austrians who were victims of the Holocaust. Of the 6,987 Jewish men sent to 
the aforementioned concentration camps, 1,578 lost their lives in the Shoah. Finally, those victims 
must also be taken into account who were deported from supposed “countries of refuge”, such as 
France, Belgium, the Netherlands and others. All in all, the number of Austrian victims of the Shoah is 
estimated as over 66,000 persons.09 

05. Transports taking place on 15, 16, 17 November 1941, were not recorded until now and are based on documentation in the 
Jewish community memos (see Source 5.01). Deportees from Vienna, who had returned “illegally” were sent back to Opole in the 
“Generalgouvernement”. We thank Walter Manoschek for this information, who made us aware of this document.

06. In the years 1938-1939, Jewish individuals and political prisoners were arrested and deported to the concentration camps of 
Dachau and Buchenwald from Westbahnhof station in Vienna. 

07. Jonny Moser, Österreich, in: Wolfgang Benz, Dimension des Völkermords. Die Zahl der jüdischen Opfer des Nationalsozialismus, 
Munich 1996, 86.

08. Hecht / Lappin-Eppel / Raggam-Blesch, Topographie der Shoah, 473-478. H. G. Adler, Theresienstadt 1941–1955. Das Antlitz 
einer Zwangsgemeinschaft, Tübingen .1960. Martin Niklas, „… die schönste Stadt der Welt“, Österreichische Jüdinnen und Juden
in Theresienstadt, Wien 2009.

09. Brigitte Bailer / Gerhard Ungar, Die namentliche Erfassung der österreichischen Holocaustopfer, in: Dokumentationsarchiv des 
österreichischen Widerstandes (ed.), Opferschicksale. Widerstand und Verfolgung im Natioanlsozialismus, year book 2013, Vienna 
2013, 73. The total number also includes victims of anti-Semitic violence in 1938-39, victims of prisons and concentration camps, 
Jewish euthanasia sufferers and suicides. See: Jonny Moser, Österreich, 72–92.
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Source 2.01 Nordbahnhof streetscape (postcard), c.1900 | de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wien_Nordbahnhof (accessed 19 January 19)

2. Previous History 
The Nordbahnhof Station prior to 1938   
 
In April 1836, Anselm Salomon von Rothschild (1803-1874) obtained the right from Emperor Ferdinand 
to build the “Kaiser-Ferdinand-Nord-Bahn” between Vienna and Brno. In less than two years the train 
station was completed in Vienna’s second district and inaugurated on 06 January 1838 (2.01 - 2.02). 
It became the gateway for a widespread railway network to Moravia, Bohemia, the German and Polish 
territories. Coal mines next to Ostrava – later known as the Vítkovice Steel Mill – were essential to the 
development of the “Kaiser Ferdinand-Nord-Bahn” and the coal supply of Vienna. 

The Rothschild family previously purchased the coal mines in Vitkovice in the 1840s and built the 
largest iron and steel work of the Habsburg Empire together with the Gutmann family. Such rapid 
industrial developments demanded a bigger train station only a few years following its initial erection. 

The new Nordbahnhof Railway Station was therefore built between 1859 and 1865 and reflected the 
grand architectural style of the Habsburg Empire. In its elegant entry hall (2.02 c-f), a marble statue 
of Anselm Salomon Rothschild was erected (2.02 f). The Nordbahnhof became a starting point for 
an international railroad network to Berlin and St. Petersburg as well as the gateway for Vienna to the 
northern and eastern provinces of the Monarchy. After the Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 1867 and 
the improved freedom of movement for the dual-monarchy’s subjects, migration from the rural and 
semi-rural areas to Vienna and other cities, commenced and reached its first peak in the 1880s. 
Until 1910, tens of thousands of Jews migrated to Vienna and became the third largest Jewish 
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Source 2.02 b         Nordbahnhof interior (photo), after 1866 | https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wien_Nordbahnhof (accessed 19 January 2019) 

Source 2.02 Passenger Station

Source 2.02 a Nordbahnhof exterior (engraving), c.1866 | © District Museum Simmering (Mag. Hradecky)
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Source 2.02 c  Entrance Hall | © District Museum Simmering 
Collection (Mag. Hradecky)

Source 2.02 d             Entrance ceiling photographed pre 24 April 1964 
demolition | © Franz Haas, Die Wiener Nordbahnhof, Erfurt 2006, p.68.

Source 2.02 e  Royal Court Waiting Room | © Franz Haas,     
Die Wiener Nordbahnhof, Erfurt 2006, p. 30.

Source 2.02 f       Statue of Salomon von Rothschild, now in 
Technisches Museum & on display at Jewish Museum Vienna 

| Franz Haas, Die Wiener Nordbahnhof, Erfurt 2006, p. 25.
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community in Europe with approximately 200,000 Jews living in the city, which is widely estimated as 
10 percent of the general population.10

During World War One, the Nordbahnhof was a centre for outgoing and incoming soldiers, and 
an arrival point for war refugees from Galicia and the Bucovina. A significant percentage of these 
refugees were Jews and many settled in the second district, which surrounded the Nordbahnhof 
and was for a long time already a centre of Jewish life in Vienna. Due to the ongoing war effort and 
the scarcity of food and other essentials, the Nordbahnhof area became a centre for smuggling and 
illegal trading, which continued well beyond the end of the war. During this time, anti-Semites spread 
the image of criminal Jews arriving at the Nordbahnhof and overrunning Vienna.11 After the dissolution 
of the Habsburg Empire (1918), the Nordbahnhof lost most of its international significance, retaining 
its international routes solely to Czechoslovakia and Poland. Still, the Nordbahnhof was considered 
as one of the city’s great architectural treasures. In 1924 the traffic at Nordbahnhof rose again, as 
passenger services at the Nordwestbahnhof were closed and several express trains to Prague and 
other destinations were rerouted to the Nordbahnhof station. After the "Anschluss" in 1938, the 
situation changed significantly, as old rail lines to Berlin and other big cities, including Breslau were 
reopened.12 
 
 
Source  2.03 Site Map

10. Albert Lichtblau, Als hätten wir dazu gehört. Österreichisch-jüdische Lebensgeschichten der Habsburgermonarchie, Wien 1999, 
47-58.

11. See Beatrix Hoffmann-Holter, “Abreisendmachung”. Jüdische Kriegsflüchtlinge in Wien 1914 bis 1923, Vienna 1995.

12. Franz Haas, Der Wiener Nordbahnhof, Erfurt 2006. Katalin Teller, Railway stations of Vienna in the First World War and its 
immediate aftermath, unpublished manuscript.

Source 2.03   Site map of Nordbahnhof area prior to floor control of Danube River in 1872 | © Atlas of the Danube, District 
Museum Simmering (Mag. Hradecky)   
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Source 2.04 b Site map of Nordbahnhof, 1866 | © District Museum Simmering (Mag, Hradecky)  

Source 2.04 a  Site map of Nordbahnhof, 1852 | © Franz Haas, Der Wiener Nordbahnhof, Erfuhrt 2006, 19.

Source  2.04 Passenger Station 
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Sources 2.05 g & h  Transporting Coal | © Franz Haas, Der Wiener Nordbahnhof, Erfurt 2006, 35-107.

Source 2.05  Goods Station

 

Sources 2.05 a & b  Goods Station, 1938 (left) & 1963 (right) | © Franz Haas, Der Wiener Nordbahnhof, Erfurt 2006, 41 & 107.

Sources 2.05 c & d   Site map & Water Tower with storage area post 1911 fire | © Franz Haas, Der Wiener Nordbahnhof, Erfurt 2006, 36.

Sources 2.05 e & f  Transporting Coal | © Franz Haas, Der Wiener Nordbahnhof, Erfurt 2006, 35-107.
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Jewish Vienna after the “Anschluss” in 1938

According to estimates, in March 1938 there were approximately 201,000 people living in Austria, who 
were defined as “Jewish” by the Nuremberg Racial Laws of 1935. Of these, 181,882 persons were 
members of one of 34 Jewish Communities in Austria (Israelitische Kultusgemeinden): 167,249 alone 
in Vienna.13 This, the vast majority of the Austrian Jewish population (92 percent) was living in Vienna. 
With the “Anschluss,” and Austria’s annexation by the National-Socialist German Reich, the life of the 
Jewish population in Austria changed dramatically overnight. Pogrom-style violence against Jews, 
who suddenly lost their basic civil rights, began in the first days following the “Anschluss” (see 3.01). 
These included the practice of humiliating Jews by forcing them to scrub the streets (“Reibpartien”), 
inflicting physical attacks on their properties and bodies, and committing arbitrary arrests. This was a 
significant difference compared to the situation in Germany, where persecution measures took much 
longer to implement and escalated gradually from 1933 onwards.14 

In addition, members of Christian denominations and individuals without religion were also classified 
as “Jewish” by the Nuremberg Laws. Following a major first wave of emigration and escape, 91,530 
“Jewish” individuals were still living in Vienna in May 1939. Vienna thus had the highest percentage 
of Jewish population throughout the entire German Reich.15 During the years 1938-39, the Jewish 
population of the Austrian provinces was forced to relocate to Vienna and the local Jewish 
communities were successively abolished. As of 01 August 1940, all Jews still remaining in Austria 
came under the purview of the Jewish Community of Vienna (IKG).16 Of the 201,000 persons classified 
“Jewish” in 1938, more than 66,000 lost their lives in the Shoah.17 

13. Jonny Moser, Demographie der jüdischen Bevölkerung Österreichs 1938–1945, Vienna, 1999, 16, 18–19, 29, 56.

14. Dieter J. Hecht / Eleonore Lappin-Eppel / Michaela Raggam-Blesch, Topographie der Shoah. Gedächtnisorte des 
zerstörten jüdischen Wien, Vienna, 2018, 16–38; Doron Rabinovici, Instanzen der Ohnmacht. Der Weg zum Judenrat, Frankfurt 
am Main, 2000, 16-31, 57–81, 124.

15. In comparison, 82,457 persons defined as “Jewish” lived in Berlin, which was the capital of the Reich with 4.3 million 
inhabitants. Die Bevölkerung des Deutschen Reichs nach den Ergebnissen der Volkszählung 1939, H. 4, Die Juden und 
jüdische Mischlinge im Deutschen Reich (= Statistik des Deutschen Reichs Vol. 552/4), Berlin 1944.

16. Wolf Gruner, Zwangsarbeit und Verfolgung. Österreichische Juden im NS-Staat 1938-1945, Innsbruck, 2001, 71, 111, 
152. Felicitas Heimann-Jelinek / Lothar Hölbling / Ingo Zechner (eds.), Ordnung muss sein. Das Archiv der Israelitischen 
Kultusgemeinde Wien, Vienna, 2007, 58.

17. Brigitte Bailer/Gerhard Ungar, Die namentliche Erfassung der österreichischen Holocaustopfer, in: Dokumentationsarchiv des 
österreichischen Widerstandes (ed.), Opferschicksale. Widerstand und Verfolgung im Natioanlsozialismus, DÖW year book 2013, 
Vienna 2013, 73.
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3. From Expulsion to Extermination: 
Deportations from Aspangbahnhof

The Beginning of War in 1939: first deportation experiments to 
Nisko on the River San

The beginning of World War Two in September 1939 marked a turning point in the persecution of 
Jews by the Nazi regime. While previously the strategy had been to make the Jewish population flee 
the country and leave their properties behind, the establishment of “Jewish reservations” now became 
a consideration in the course of the invasion and occupation of Poland. However, the “reservation” 
project in the Lublin District, known as the so-called Nisko-Aktion, where 1,584 male Jews from 
Austria were deported from Vienna’s Aspang station in October 1939, ultimately failed. Emigration 
from the German Reich had become increasingly difficult since the outbreak of war. Important 
countries of refuge, such as England, closed their doors to refugees. In spring 1940, France, Belgium 
and the Netherlands became occupied by the German Wehrmacht. The events of the war also 
blocked important escape routes.18

Deportations from Vienna in Spring 1941 

At the insistence of Reich Governor Baldur von Schirach, five-thousand Viennese Jewish men and 
women were deported to the Polish “General Government” from Vienna’s Aspangbahnhof.19 The 
destinations of these transports were small towns in Poland, which were ill-prepared for the arrival 
of thousands of Jews from the Reich. Accommodating and providing for the deportees was the 
responsibility of the local Jewish communities, which were already impoverished and unable to 
provide sufficient supplies and care. This led to imminent starvation and epidemics. At this stage, 
these small towns operated as open ghettos, in which deportees were free to move as they pleased; 
the only prohibition was leaving town permanently. These early transports from Vienna deployed 
the organisational structures that were later used in the mass deportations from the German Reich, 
beginning in autumn 1941.20 

The decisive step toward the “Final Solution” was taken with the invasion of the Soviet Union in 1941 
and the subsequent mass executions by shooting. The objective of the National Socialists’ anti-Jewish 
policy was now no longer expulsion, but extinction. This revised policy underlines the emigration ban 
of male Jews between the ages of 18 and 45, which was issued on 07 August 1941 and extended 

18. Raul Hilberg, Die Vernichtung der europäischen Juden, vol. 1, Frankfurt am Main, 1994, 215 f.; Saul Friedländer, Die Jahre der 
Vernichtung. Das Dritte Reich und die Juden 1939–1945, vol. 2, Munich, 2006, 39, 52–58, 60 f.; Jonny Moser, Nisko. Die ersten 
Judendeportationen, Vienna, 2012, 34–37, 52–54, 81–83. 

19. When Baldur von Schirach was appointed Gauleiter and Reich Governor of Vienna, he brought forth the issue of housing 
shortage in a meeting with Adolf Hitler on 02 October 1940, and thus obtained approval for the first large-scale deportations from 
Vienna. See Hecht / Lappin-Eppel / Raggam-Blesch, Topographie der Shoah, 395, 457–460; Hans Safrian, Die Eichmann-Männer, 
Vienna, 1993, 96 f.; Saul Friedländer, Das Dritte Reich und die Juden. Gesamtausgabe, Munich, 2008, 519.

20. Hecht / Lappin-Eppel / Raggam-Blesch, Topographie der Shoah, 395, 457–460; Friedländer, Das Dritte Reich, 519.
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Source 3.02  Jewish forced labourers loading luggage of Jewish deportees in courtyard of collection camp, Kleine Sperlgasse 2a in 
Vienna’s 2nd district | © photo album of Josef Weiszl, SS Scharführer (Wiener Stadt- und Landesarchiv)

Source 3.01 Viennese Jews forced to scrub the street few days after the “Anschluss” at Hagenmüllergasse 30, 3rd district 
("cleaning squad"), 15 March 1938 | source tbc  

PENDING COPYRIGHT PERMIT
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on 23 October 1941 to the entire Jewish population. From 01 September 1941, Jews were prohibited 
from leaving their place of residence without a written permit. As of 19 September 1941, everybody 
over six years of age and defined as Jewish had to wear the Star-of-David-shaped yellow badge, sewn 
on their outer garments and thus publicly identifying them as Jews.21 

Autumn 1941: Beginning of Mass Deportations from Vienna and 
the Entire German Reich

In October 1941, mass deportations and relocations to ghettos and concentration camps “in the 
East” began throughout the entire German Reich. The first Reich-wide deportation transport left from 
Aspang station in Vienna on 15 October 1941; transports from Prague, Berlin and other German cities 
followed.22 Between 15 October and 05 November 1941, 4,995 Austrian Jewish men, women and 
children, were deported to Łódź. Other deportation trains left from Aspang station for Kaunas, Riga 
und Minsk between 23 November and 03 December 1941.23

As a result of technical developments in killing methods, death camps with gas chambers were set up 
in Bełżec, Lublin (Majdanek), Chełmno (German name: Kulmhof), Sobibór, Treblinka and Auschwitz-
Birkenau. Although only a comparatively small number of transports from Vienna headed directly for 
these extermination camps, many Austrian Jews were nevertheless killed there, following deportations 
from other ghettos and camps, including Opole, Łódź, and Theresienstadt.24  

On 20 January 1942, all Secretaries of State dealing with the “Jewish question” and the heads of the 
SS Main Offices came together in Berlin for what came to be known as the Wannsee Conference. 
The decision to implement the total extermination of Jews was a foregone conclusion. The terms 
“final solution”,“resettlement” and “evacuation”, were used euphemistically to obscure the facts of 
deportation and mass murder.25 In the centre of the deportation process was Department IV B-4 of 
the Reichssicherheitshauptamt (RSHA, the SS Main Security Office), spearheaded by Adolf Eichmann, 
and the Reichsbahn (German Reich Railway) under the authority of the Ministry of Traffic. The RSHA 
paid the Reichsbahn the regular train fare for each deportee, a third-class one-way ticket, funded by 
the Jewish communities. The guards held return tickets.26

21.  Raul Hilberg, Die Vernichtung der europäischen Juden, vol. 2, Frankfurt am Main, 1994, 287–303, 420 f.; Friedländer, Die Jahre 
der Vernichtung, 155–160; Christopher Browning, Der Weg zur Endlösung. Entscheidungen und Täter, Berlin, 2002.

22. Friedländer, Die Jahre der Vernichtung, 294-295.

23. The 995 Austrian Jews who arrived in Kowno on 29 November 1941, immediately fell victims to mobile 
Einsatzgruppen (SS death squads), engaged in killings behind the frontline in the Soviet Union. Ino Arndt / Heinz Boberach, 
Deutschland, in: Benz (eds.), Dimensionen des Völkermords, 44; Jonny Moser, “Österreich,” in ibid., 76–78.

24. Other Austrian Jewish men and women were deported after the German invasion from allegedly safe countries of refuge (e.g. 
Belgium, Netherlands, France) and murdered in extermination camps. See Hecht / Lappin-Eppel / Raggam-Blesch, Topographie 
der Shoah, 163–240; Friedländer, Jahre der Vernichtung, 262–264.

25.Hilberg, Die Vernichtung der europäischen Juden, 422-425; Peter Longerich, Die Wannsee-Konferenz vom 20. Januar 1942: 
Planung und Beginn des Genozids an den europäischen Juden, Berlin, 1998. 

26. Hilberg, Die Vernichtung der europäischen Juden, 426-430.
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4. Logistics of Mass Deportation
Transports from Aspangbahnhof

“Conscription” for Internment in Four Collection Camps in Vienna 

In connection with the implementation of the deportation transports, four collection camps 
(“Sammellager”) were set up in Vienna. Located in Vienna’s second district, the majority of the Jewish 
population was already concentrated here after systematic evictions and assignments to so-called 
“collective apartments.” The first two camps, both established in February 1941, were located in a 
Vienna Municipal School at Kleine Sperlgasse 2a (see 3.02) and in the building of the former Jewish 
Chajes Realgymnasium at Castellezgasse 35. From June to November 1942, another collection camp 
was set up on the premises of the former Talmud Torah-School at Malzgasse 16.27 Across the street, 
in the building of a former Jewish girls’ school (Dr. Krüger Heim) at Malzgasse 7 and on the corner of 
Miesbachgasse, an additional camp was established, which also included a small Gestapo prison, 
where Jews committed for alleged offences were detained prior to deportation. The four camps, 
however, never operated simultaneously. At the time of the transports from Nordbahnhof, only the 
camp at Malzgasse 7 was in use and closed in April 1943. For all subsequent transports, people 
where directly picked up in their homes or transferred from prisons to the train station. 

“Reporting” to Transit Camps 

The deportations were organised by the “Central Office for Jewish Emigration” (“Zentralstelle 
für jüdische Auswanderung”), which drafted transport lists based on the records of the Jewish 
Community (IKG). The “Central Office” then sent postcards to the people concerned, summoning 
them to show up at a specific camp at a given date. The Jewish Community had to issue a circular 
letter to its members calling for their cooperation while cautioning them that non-compliance would be 
rigorously punished. The “Central Agency for Jewish Emigration” thus forced the Jewish Community to 
collaborate in the organisation and implementation of the deportations.28

In farewell letters to family and friends, the summon to appear at a camp was frequently referred to 
as “reporting” or “going to the school.” Before that, those summoned had to abandon their apartment 
keys, at the collection camp. Each deportee was allowed to take along two suitcases (up to fifty 
kilograms in total). Every piece of luggage had to be marked with the owner’s name and address in 
white oil paint.29 

The living quarters in the collection camps were former classrooms, emptied of furniture to maximise 
capacity. People slept on mattresses and paillasses, and due to overcrowding, frequently on bare 
floorboards. Cramped conditions and insufficient washing facilities led to infestation with vermin. The 
Jewish Community had to provide food and medical care, but was limited by the very tight rationing of 
foods and medication. 

27. Hecht / Lappin-Eppel / Raggam-Blesch, Topographie der Shoah, 410–412.
28. Doron Rabinovici, Instanzen der Ohnmacht, 278–280. 
29. Ibid., 278–280. Some of those suitcases are exhibited today at the State Museum Auschwitz-Birkenau.
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The violence of the SS guards also contributed to the deteriorating conditions in the camps.30 People 
who ignored the mailed-out summons to turn themselves in, were eventually apprehended and 
admitted by order of the “Central Office for Jewish Emigration.”31

“Conscription” for Deportation

In November 1941, Alois Brunner (Brunner I), head of the “Central Agency for Jewish Emigration,” 
introduced a “conscription” system for deportations. In the 2nd, 9th, and 20th districts of Vienna, 
where the Jewish population had already been concentrated and forced to live in “collective 
apartments” in allocated streets and houses, the SS began raids with the help of the Jewish 
Community employees. Those selected for deportation were given two hours to pack their bags. 
Trucks waiting in front of the houses took them to one of the collection camps. In contemporary 
sources and in memoirs of survivors, these Jewish Community employees are referred to as “Ordner“ 
(wardens/stewards), “Rechercheure“ (investigators), and  “Ausheber“ (conscription officers). The head 
of the Jewish Community, Josef Löwenherz,at first refused to assign his employees to these activities. 
Only after complaints about the brutality of the deportation practise of the “Central Agency for Jewish 
Emigration”, did he finally agree to the task. But these employees were only temporarily protected. 
Eventually they were also deported and most often killed.32

“Going into Hiding”

Only a few people managed to escape, and often not for long for “going underground” was difficult, 
as members of the “Aryan” majority population were seldom prepared to take the risk of hiding 
Jews.33 Food was rationed and hard to obtain, and there was always the danger of being betrayed 
by informers. Clueless, some considered deportation more bearable, than the strains of daily life in 
hiding. Edith Hahn, for example, recounted that her friend Hermine Schwarz could no longer take the 
constant pressure of hiding and having to look for helpers and decided to turn herself in: 

“Nobody wants to have me. Everybody is afraid. And I am afraid to put them in harm’s way. I am going 
to the school [collection camp]. Maybe I’ll find a better life in Poland.”34 

Notably, many deported from Nordbahnhof in the later years of 1943-1945, had been successful 
for some time to evade deportations. Nevertheless, it was difficult to stay “underground” for long. In 
fact, the Gestapo reports in the years 1943-1944 are full of arrests. Those discovered were usually 
deported in single transports or on regular transports from Nordbahnhof directly to Auschwitz. Only a 
few managed to remain uncovered until the end of the war.35 

30. For more about the living conditions: Eleonore Lappin-Eppel / Katharina Soukup / Johann Soukup (eds.), “… zu lesen 
wenn alles vorüber ist.” Rita Maria Rockenbauer, Briefe 1938–1942, Vienna, 2014, 32–41; Herbert Rosenkranz, Verfolgung und 
Selbstbehauptung. Die Juden in Österreich 1938–1945, Vienna, 1978, 297-298.
31. Gabriele Anderl / Dirk Rupnow, Die Zentralstelle für jüdische Auswanderung als Beraubungsinstitut, 
Österreichische Historikerkommission, vol. 20/1, Vienna, 2004, 224.
32. Rosenkranz, Verfolgung und Selbstbehauptung, 285, 299; Rabinovici, Instanzen der Ohnmacht, 287 f.
33. Hecht / Lappin-Eppel / Raggam-Blesch, Topographie der Shoah, 417-418, 531–343.
34. Edith Hahn-Beer, Ich ging durchs Feuer und brannte nicht. Eine außergewöhnliche Lebens- und 
Liebesgeschichte, Frankfurt/Main, 2001, 146.
35. Brigitte Ungar-Klein, Schattenexistenz. Jüdische U-Boote in Wien 1938–1945, Vienna 2019.
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5. Deportation Transports from 
Nordbahnhof station 36

Summary of Deportations from Nordbahnhof station

Date   Destination    No. of Deportees  Estimated Survivors  
1941  Opole     0200   data unavailable 
1940 - 1942 Auschwitz single transports 0064   0042 
1943 - 1944 Auschwitz   0457   0015 
1943 - 1944 Auschwitz single transports 0151   0083 
1943 - 1944 Theresienstadt/Terezín  1,284 / 1.288  0348 / 0480 
1945  Theresienstadt/Terezín  1,088   1,073 
  Total     3,244 / 3.248  1,561 / 1,563 
 
   For full index of deportation transports from Nordbahnhof, see source 7.01.

 

After the deportation of the majority of the Jewish population from Vienna’s Aspangbahnhof by mid-
October 1942, there was a break of three months, before deportation trains left Vienna again – this 
time from Vienna’s Nordbahnhof station. These transports were significantly smaller, as the majority 
of Austria’s Jewish population had already been deported. Consequently, the last and only remaining 
“Sammellager" in Malzgasse 7 was shut down in April 1943. For transports leaving Nordbahnhof after 
this date, people were usually collected in their homes and transferred directly to the railway station 
on trucks. Deportation transports from Nordbahnhof were predominantly destined for Theresienstadt/
Terezín and Auschwitz.37 All trains leaving Vienna were operated by the Austrian railway (at the time 
called the BBÖ and post 1945 renamed as ÖBB), which had become part of the “Reichsbahn”. Most of 
the deportees left Vienna in passenger carriages guarded by Schutzpolizei men. 

Deportees during this time were people defined as Jewish-, who had not been deported earlier due to 
earlier protection by an “Aryan” spouse or parent, or held a foreign passport. Once the protection ended 
due to divorce or death of the “Aryan” spouse or parent, they were put on the next transport (see 5.09). 
Other deportation transports – particularly in 1943 – also included staff members of the former Jewish 
community (“Council of Elders”) who were reducing in numbers on the order of the authorities. There 
were also transports of foreign nationals as soon as the diplomatic protection ended due to events of 
the war. 

36. Data see: Jonny Moser, Österreich, in: Wolfgang Benz, Dimension des Völkermords. Die Zahl der jüdischen Opfer des
Nationalsozialismus, Munich 1996, 72-92. Institut Theresienstädter Initiative (eds), Theresienstädter Gedenkbuch. Österreichische
Jüdinnen und Juden in Theresienstadt 1942-1945, Prague 2005. Alfred Gottwaldt / Diana Schulle, Die „Judendeportationen“ aus
dem Deutschen Reich 1941-1945, Wiesbaden 2005.

37. One exception were the transports to Opole in 1941 that have been discovered in the course of this research (see 5.01). We thank 
Walter Manoschek for this information, who made us aware of this document.
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Nordbahnhof was also the major deportation location of the Gestapo. People defined as Jewish 
were arrested by the Gestapo and swiftly deported from Nordbahnhof to Auschwitz in small or single 
transports starting in 1940.38 Many were arrested for alleged crimes – e.g. refusing to wear the yellow 
star, attending cinemas and coffee houses, or buying foods (meat, eggs or milk) forbidden to Jews. 
People who had previously “gone into hiding” were similarly deported immediately upon capture.

In the fall of 1943, the Gestapo arrested 18-year-old Friedrich Braun (see 5.02), classified as 
Geltungsjude,39 who lived with his “Aryan” mother and stepfather, for his “absence from work.” He was 
deported in a single transport from Nordbahnhof to Auschwitz, where he was murdered in January 
1944.40

Daily activities, like going to the cinema could be fatal. To enter a public space, a Jew would have to 
remove the yellow star, which in itself was a major offence. Such wide-ranging stipulations led to the 
criminalisation of normal daily life, and survival strategies, such as acquiring food supplements from 
the black market, became dangerous. This was made visible in the increased number of arrests noted 
in the Gestapo daily reports in the final years of the war.41 Regardless of the dangers involved, some of 
the remaining Jews, particularly from the younger generations, continued to remove the yellow star. In 
an attempt to live a few moments of “normal life”, it was also an act of self-assertion and agency. 

Ruth Hirschler, member of an intermarried family, reflected in an interview: 

“If one talks about this today, this all sounds downright silly, because actually we were taking a risk for 
nothing, which we did not realise then. We did it. And maybe it also contributed to the fact, that we felt 
stronger if we did not show fear or if we were carefree. One was able to endure it better.”42 

38. According to Jonny Moser, the first single transports from Nordbahnhof to Auschwitz took place as early as 1940. Jonny Moser, 
Österreich, in: Wolfgang Benz, Dimension des Völkermords. Die Zahl der jüdischen Opfer des Nationalsozialismus, Munich 1996, 
86. In the years 1938-39 arrested Jewish individuals and political prisoners were deported to the concentration camps of Dachau 
and Buchenwald from the Western Railway Station (Westbahnhof).

39. People with a Jewish and non-Jewish parent were either defined "Mischling" or "Geltungsjude" depending on their religious 
denomination. Those who were registered with the Jewish Community (IKG) were considered Geltungsjuden and subjected to the 
same discriminatory regulations as the rest of the Jewish population. Walk, Sonderrecht, 127, 139–140.

40. “Tagesbericht der Gestapo Wien”, DŎW 8429, TB 8 (26–28 October 1943), 3-4. Database of Austrian Shoah and Gestapo 
Victims (DBSHOA): http://www.doew.at/personensuche (accessed 18 January 2019).

41. “Statistik der Staatspolizei(leit)stelle Wien für den Monat Januar 1944”, Attachment, “Tagesbericht der Gestapo Wien”, DŎW 
8429. Michaela Raggam-Blesch, Survival of a Peculiar Remnant. The Jewish Population of Vienna During the Last Years of the War, 
Dapim: Studies on the Holocaust 29, No. 3 (2015), 212–213.

42. USC-Shoah Foundation Interview with Ruth Mirecki on November 25, 1997 in Vienna, Visual History Archive (VHA), Interview 
Code 38836. Translation from the original German by Michaela Raggam-Blesch.
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Source 5.01 a Paperwork preparing for transport of approximately 200 people, who had returned "illegally" from Nordbahnhof to Opole, 
November 1941 | Joseph Löwenherz Collection, IKG Wien Memos 1938-1940 (Leo Baeck Institute, AR 25055)

Source 5.01 Description  

Report of the Jewish community about a meeting with Alois Brunner, head of the Zentralstelle, who 
ordered the deportation of 200 people, who had been previously deported from Nordbahnhof and had 
returned "illegally" from the "Generalgouvernement" to Vienna. The deportations were to leave from 
Vienna Nordbahnhof on 15, 16, 17 November 1941 to Opole. The Jewish community had to prepare 
the provisions. Some of the people were deported directly from the Jewish hospital, where they had 
been cared for. 
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Source 5.01 b Paperwork preparing for transport of approximately 200 people, who had returned "illegally" from Nordbahnhof to Opole, 
November 1941 | Joseph Löwenherz Collection, IKG Wien Memos 1938-1940 (Leo Baeck Institute, AR 25055)
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Source 5.02  Gestapo Arrest Report on Friedrich Braun | Wiener Stadt-und Landesarchiv (DÖW)

Source 5.02  Description 
 
Gestapo Arrest reports included a three-way photo portrait of the subject, a short biography and the 
cause of arrest. In the document below, 18 year-old Friedrich Braun was arrested by the Gestapo on 
25 October 1943 because he did not show up for work ("Fernbleibens vom Arbeitplatz"). On 21 January 
1944 he was murdered in Auschwitz. 
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Source 5.03 Gestapo Arrest Report on Katharina Fischer | Wiener Stadt-und Landesarchiv (DÖW)

Source 5.03 Description 
 
In this Gestapo Arrest Report, 21 year-old Katharina Sara Fischer - categorised as "half Jewish" but 
defined as "Geltungsjüdin" (see footnote 39) by the Nazi authorities - was arrested on 11 February 
1943 for not wearing the stigmatising yellow star and for "associating in German-blooded circles". 
On 14 April 1943 she was deported on a single transport from Nordbahnhof to Auschwitz and 
subsequently murdered.
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Events at the Railway Stations

There is little information about what happened at the railway station. Similar to the Aspangbahnhof, 
Nordbahnhof appears as a blank space in the recollection of survivors, who were often not able to 
recall the name of the station correctly. While there are several reports about what took place in the 
collection camps (from the early transports until April 1943) and about the train ride itself, there are 
hardly any descriptions about events at the station premises. 

Helga Feldner-Busztin (née Pollak), who was deported with her mother Hertha and little sister 
Elisabeth, remembers the transfer from the collection camp in Malzgasse to the Nordbahnhof on 30 
March 1943:

“About three weeks after my 14th birthday we received the conscription for going to the collection 
camp, with the luggage, and my mother and I packed everything. And on the next day they picked us 
up. At that time, we lived at Hafnergasse. […] And… we were then allowed to wait for my little sister, 
who was at the hospital for infectious diseases with scarlet fever […] And I don’t know how much the 
staff in the camp knew about what was about to happen to us. We certainly did not know it. […] And 
shortly before the transport left on 01 April [30 March], my sister was picked up from the hospital and 
was then – in her very poor state – taken together with us to the Nordbahnhof or Nordwestbahnhof. 
And there we were loaded in passenger trains for Theresienstadt. It was a small transport, it was 
therefore only half a passenger train that was reserved for the Jews [Jewish deportees].” 43

Maria Gabrielsen (née Schwarz) is one of few survivors to describe the situation at the Nordbahnhof in 
detail: 

“At an appointed time, a truck drove up. A few men in uniform directed us to board the platform. 
Then we were driven to a railway station. There everything was busy. Constantly new trucks with 
people arrived. In the end, everything was full with Jews. The yellow stars were glaring at us. A few 
were standing there and discussing something. Others appeared quite despondent and had seated 
themselves on their suitcases. There were also a lot of children there, but they all were together 
with their parents. We stood there together in a small group. I would have loved to have my dad with 
me there, he was always so good in putting everything in order. Now it was Erwin who took on his 
role. Erwin, the oldest of us, tried to keep us together, while we the younger siblings were explicitly 
instructed to hold each other by hand in order not to get lost in the crowd. We were at a railway station 
with a lot of different train tracks. At one of them a train had driven up. It stood there with all the 
special sounds that a train generates. It wheezed and panted, while it blew off steam in between. Men 
in uniforms were shouting and calling out commands at all cardinal points, while their dogs with their 
sharp barking joined in. The entire scene made us scared.”44 

43. Interview with Helga Feldner-Busztin on 21 September 2016 in the course of the exhibit “Letzte Orte vor der Deportation”: 
https://www.oeaw.ac.at/ausstellung-letzte-orte/ (accessed 30 January 2019). Transcribed and translated by Michaela Raggam-
Blesch.

44. Maria Gabrielsen / Oddvar Schjolberg, Angezeigt von Mama. Die Geschichte einer Denunziation, Wien 2018, 56-58. 
Translated by Michaela Raggam-Blesch.
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Transports from Nordbahnhof to Theresienstadt/Terezín
 
For the deportations to Theresienstadt/Terezín, the Security Police (“Sicherheitspolizei”) ordered 
railway carriages with the “Reichsbahn” offices in Vienna for the daily passenger train 723 to 
Lundenburg (Břeclav) and Brünn (Brno), which left the Vienna Nordbahnhof station regularly at 6pm 
(5.06). In Brno, these transports were switched to a train of the “Protectorate railway”, heading to 
Prague and Theresienstadt/Terezín.45

Date    Destination    Number of Deportees

05 January 1943 Theresienstadt/Terezín  100

Among the people of the first transport from Nordbahnhof to Theresienstadt/Terezín was Gerty 
Taussig (see 5.04), a 14-year-old, who had become ill while interned with her family in the collection 
camp in September 1942 (see 5.10). After Gerty had been transferred to the children’s hospital, her 
parents and two siblings were deported to Theresienstadt/Terezín without her, as the authorities forgot 
about her in spite of the standard policy to deport families together. After her recovery, Gerty was 
transferred with the first transport from Nordbahnhof to Theresienstadt/Terezín on 05 January 1943 
(see 5.05). The information is verified in Gerty Meltzer's interview (5.04), as she recalls a collection 
camp, where she waited for deportation in order to be reunited with her family in Theresienstadt/
Terezín. In October 1944, the entire Taussig family was deported from Theresienstadt/Terezín to 
Auschwitz. Gerty Taussig is the only survivor of her familly.46 

45. Alfred Gottwaldt / Diana Schulle, Die „Judendeportationen“ aus dem Deutschen Reich 1941-1945, Wiesbaden 2005, 347.
46. Gerty Meltzer, Interview on 24 March 1995 in Jericho, New York, USC Shoah Foundation, Visual History Archive (VHA), Interview 
Code 1686.

Source 5.04 Interview with Gerty Meltzer (née Taussing) | USCF (accessed 19 January 2019)

Source 5.04   Digital Archive
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Source 5.05 a Deportation list for transport IV/14b  (January 1943) | VWI Archive

Source 5.05  Description 
 
This is the first deportation list from Nordbahnhof to Theresienstadt/Terezín on 05 January 1943 and 
lists Gerty Meltzer (née Taussig) on page 4 of the document (overleaf, Source 5.05 b). A survivor, she 
discusses events at the station and the fate of her sisters, father and mother in a testimony for the 
Shoah Foundation (see 5.04). 
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Source 5.05 b Deportation list for transport IV/14b  (January 1943) | VWI Archive
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Source 5.06 a Cover of Reichsbahndirektion Passanger Train Schedule, from Nordbahnhof to Lundenburg (Břeclav) and Brünn (Brno) 

Source 5.06 Train Schedule   
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Date    Destination    Number of Deportees
08 January 1943 Theresienstadt/Terezín  100
11 January 1943  Theresienstadt/Terezín  100

Twin-sisters, Anny Holzer and Edith Auerhahn (née Holzer), worked as nurses in the Jewish hospital 
and old age home and volunteered to join their parents, Leopold and Cäcilie Holzer, on this transport 
on 11 January 1943 to Theresienstadt/Terezín. Edith’s husband Felix Auerhahn, who was an 
administrator of the Jewish old-age home, joined his wife. So did the physician Paul Fürst, fiancée of 
Anny Holzer, who worked in the Jewish hospital. In autumn 1944, they were all deported to Auschwitz, 
where Leopold and Cäcilie Holzer, alongside Felix Auerhahn, were murdered upon arrival. Paul Fürst 
was killed in Kaufering few months before the liberation in February 1945. Only Anny Holzer and Edith 
Auerhahn survived.47

47. Edith Holzer in: Dokumentationsarchiv des österreichischen Widerstandes (DÖW) (Hg.), Jüdische Schicksale. Berichte von 
Verfolgten. Erzählte Geschichte, Volume 3, Wien 1993, p. 503-505. Database of Austrian Shoah and Gestapo Victims (DBSHOA): 
http://www.doew.at/personensuche (accessed 08 January 2019).

Source 5.06 b Inside pages of Reichsbahndirektion Passanger Train Schedule, from Nordbahnhof to Lundenburg (Břeclav)
and Brünn (Brno), which were usually used for the deportations to Theresienstadt/Terezín 
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Date    Destination    Number of Deportees

28 January 1943  Theresienstadt/Terezín   09

The nine recorded deportees included Benjamin Murmelstein (1905-1989), his wife Margit, son Wolf 
and housekeeper Ida Pisk. Murmelstein was a high-ranking employee of the dissolved Vienna Jewish 
community, who became the last “Judenälteste” among the “Council of Elders” in Theresienstadt. He 
survived with his family and housekeeper. Among the other deportees were the Zionist leader Maurycy 
Grün (1890-1944) and Heinrich Dessauer (1883-1944), former director of the law department at the 
Vienna Jewish community, and his wife Marietta (1900-1944). All three were deported to Auschwitz in 
October 1944 and subsequently murdered.48

Date    Destination    Number of Deportees

25 February 1943 Theresienstadt/Terezín  70

Among the people deported on this transport, were nine children of the Jewish orphanage, whom 
Anton Brunner of the "Zentralstelle für jüdische Auswanderung" (Central Office for Jewish Emigration) 
had personally summoned. The attempts of the Jewish community in rescuing these children by 
arguing that they should remain in Vienna due to their young age or “half-Jewish” descent, were in 
vain. Only in the case of Danny Munk, who was an infant at that time, was this appeal successful. 
He survived in the Jewish orphanage in Vienna. All other children were deported from Nordbahnhof 
to Theresienstadt/Terezín. In October 1944, Ernst Friedmann, Alfons Hölzelmacher, Emil Imbermann 
and Iwan Zimet were transferred to Auschwitz and killed. Five of the children were able to survive in 
Theresienstadt/Terezín.49

Date    Destination    Number of Deportees

30 March 1943  Theresienstadt/Terezín   101

Among those deported in this transport, were another six children from the Jewish orphanage, who 
had also been summoned by Anton Brunner. They were put under the care of Hertha Pollak, who 
was a trained nurse and was also deported with her daughters, Helga and Elisabeth Pollak. In the 
interview, Helga Feldner-Busztin (née Pollak) remembered:

“[…] my mother had a training as a children and infant nurse. And that’s probably why he [Paul Klaar, 
the physician in charge of the collection camp] gave these children we spoke about [from the Jewish 
orphanage] in her care [for the transport to Theresienstadt]. […] I remember the journey, the many 
crying children with diapers changes and feeding them … I actually still remember this. And my sister, 
above on the luggage rack, where she was sitting like a picture of misery. Still feverish and weak. But 
after all she was already six years old, the others were a lot smaller.”50 

48. DBSHOA: http://www.doew.at/personensuche (accessed 08 January 2019).

49. Dokumentationsarchiv des österreichischen Widerstandes (DÖW) / Institut Theresienstädter Initiative (eds.), Theresienstädter 
Gedenkbuch. Österreichische Jüdinnen und Juden in Theresienstadt 1942-1945, Prague 2005.

50. Interview with Helga Feldner-Busztin (21 September 2016) for the exhibit “Letzte Orte vor der Deportation”: https://www.
oeaw.ac.at/ausstellung-letzte-orte/ (accessed 30 January, 2019). Transcribed and translated by Michaela Raggam-Blesch.
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In October 1944, the siblings Eveline, Friedrich and Susanne Degen, along with 6-year-old Susanne 
Scheuer, were deported from Theresienstadt/Terezín to Auschwitz and killed. Two of the children 
survived in Theresienstadt/Terezín. So did Hertha Pollak and her daughters, who were liberated in May 
1945 by the Red Army.51 

Source 5.07  Digital Archive

Shoah Foundation interviews with survivors deported from Nordbahnhof 

Helga Feldner-Busztin, deported on 30 March 1943 to Theresienstadt/Terzín 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kWEtVZzUUo (accessed 22 May 2019, in German)

Herta Münzer (née Deutsch), deported on 01 April 1943 to Theresienstadt/Terzín 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X6EnDn03V_s (accessed 22 May 2019, in German)

Curt Bernhard (Kurt Klein), deported on 10 March 1944 to Theresienstadt/Terzín (see below)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_E7dkKVy9lk (accessed 22 May 2019, in English) 

51.  DBSHOA: http://www.doew.at/personensuche (accessed 08 January 2019).

Source 5.07  Testimony of Curt Bernhard / Kurt Klein, (screen grab) | Shoah Foundation  (accessed 22 May 2019)
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Source 5.08  Deportation list of children housed in Jewish orphanage (30 March 1943) | VWI Archive

Source 5.08 Description 

5.08 a documents the deportation of 16 children on 30 March 1943. They were collected from the 
Jewish orphapage on 21 February 1943 on the summoning of Anton Brunner. Despite the Jewish 
Community (IKG)'s failed appeal, that the children should be permitted to remain in Vienna due to their 
young age and/or “half-Jewish” descent. All names on this list were deported. 
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Date    Destination    Number of Deportees
01 April 1943   Theresienstadt/Terezín   072
27 April 1943   Theresienstadt/Terezín  002
25 May 1943  Theresienstadt/Terezín  203 / 205

The majority of the people deported on 25 May 1943 were former inhabitants of the last two Jewish 
elderly homes in Vienna (Seegasse 9 and Seegasse 16), which were also liquidated in May 1943. 
According to Jonny Moser, this was the first transport from Vienna in cattle cars – a fact even more 
discomforting, considering the fragile and sick state of the deportees.52 The physician Paul Klaar, who 
had been in charge of determining whether people were “fit for transport”, was also deported with his 
wife, Alice. Both of them survived in Theresienstadt/Terezín. Paul Klaar, however, never recovered from 
his hapless role in the deportation process. In 1948, he committed suicide in Vienna.53

Date    Destination    Number of Deportees

24 June 1943  Theresienstadt/Terezín  151 / 152

Among the people deported on 24 June 1943 were Siegfried Kolisch, a former army officer; as well 
as Friedrich and Therese Pressburger, employees of the ritual bath (mikveh) of the “Council of Elders” 
(successor organisation of the Vienna Jewish community) and their 15-year-old son, Herbert. Siegfried 
Kolisch was among the survivors of this transport, while the Pressburger family became victims of 
the Shoah. A patient of the Jewish hospital, Frieda Kliment, was also among the deportees. She had 
been treated in hospital after a failed suicide attempt in October 1942 at the “Sammellager” (collection 
camp) and was now being deported to Theresienstadt/Terezín, only to be murdered in Auschwitz a 
year later.54 

Date    Destination    Number of Deporte

15 July 1943  Theresienstadt/Terezín  17
2 September 1943  Theresienstadt/Terezín   20
11 November 1943  Theresienstadt/Terezín  91

Many of the people in this transport were employees of the “Council of Elders”, whose numbers were 
dramatically reduced by orders of the authorities. Among them was the cemetery gatekeeper, Josef 
Bäck, his wife Hermine and their 23-year-old daughter, Gertrude Bäck (see 5.11). The family lived on 
the premises of the Jewish cemetery and took care of the grave sites and the cultivation of vegetables 
for the “Council of Elders”. The physician Heinrich Neuhaus, who was head of the laboratory of the 

52. Jonny Moser, Österreich, in: Wolfgang Benz, Dimension des Völkermords. Die Zahl der jüdischen Opfer des Nationalsozialismus, 
Munich 1996, 83.

53. George Clare, Letzter Walzer in Wien. Spuren einer Familie, Frankfurt/Main 1984, 276.

54. Medical Journal from the Sammellager Kleine Sperlgasse 2a with names of Deportees from Nordbahnhof, 26 September 1942 
to 6 October 1942, Jewish Museum Vienna (JMW). Dokumentationsarchiv des österreichischen Widerstandes (DÖW) / Institut 
Theresienstädter Initiative (eds.), Theresienstädter Gedenkbuch. Österreichische Jüdinnen und Juden in Theresienstadt 1942-
1945, Prague 2005.
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Jewish hospital, was also deported along with his wife, Wanda and 20-year-old son, Herbert. In the 
case of the Neuhaus family, the deportation  was a result of the arrest of Heinrich Neuhaus, who had 
been denounced for aiding others into hiding (5.12). Finally, the carpenter Dezsö Sussmann, who ran
the Council’s carpenter workshop, was also deported with his children, Heinz and Lizzi. While the 
Sussmann and Neuhaus families survived, the Bäck family was deported to Auschwitz and killed.55 

Date    Destination    Number of Deportees

30 November 1943  Theresienstadt/Terezín   46

In the last transport to Theresienstadt/Terezín in 1943 were a number of employees of the “Council 
of Elders”, among them Sigmund Subak, technical engineer and his wife, Grete; as well as Paul Stux 
with his wife Stefanie and daughter Käthe, who worked as a nurse in the Jewish children’s hospital. 
Finally, Ernst Feldsberg, former director of the Council’s cemetery department was deported to 
Theresienstadt/Terezín along with his wife, Melanie. Sigmund and Grete Subak were deported to 
Auschwitz in October 1944 and subsequently murdered. The Stux and Feldsberg families survived.56 

Date    Destination    Number of Deportees

10 March 1944  Theresienstadt/Terezín  84

The first transport in 1944 to Theresienstadt/Terezín consisted of mainly Jewish partners of a “mixed 
marriage”, which were dissolved due to divorce or the death of the “Aryan” spouse, as a note in a 
Gestapo report of this month indicated (see 5.09). Friederike Löw, a nurse in the Jewish hospital, was 
also in this transport. According to her daughter Edith Löw, who worked as a care taker in the Jewish 
orphanage until the end of the war, her mother was denounced for talking to a Gestapo prisoner at 
the Jewish hospital. She was arrested and deported to Theresienstadt/Terezín. In October 1944 she 
was transferred to Auschwitz and died in Bergen-Belsen in March 1945, only weeks before liberation.57 
Bela Klein was deported from Nordbahnhof with his wife Helene, their sons, the 16-year-old Egon 
and 13 year-old Kurt. In September 1944, Bela and his son Egon were deported to Auschwitz 
and subsequently killed.58 Helene and Kurt were supposed to follow in the last transport from 
Theresienstadt/Terezín to Auschwitz, but were not deported, as the train could not accommodate the 
large number of people allocated for this transport. Helene and Kurt survived and were liberated in 
May 1945 by the Red Army (see 5.07).59 

55. Ibid.
56. Ibid. 

57. USC-Shoah Foundation Interview with Edith Taussig (born Löw) on 13 November 1996 in New York, Visual History Archive, 
Interview Code 22837. Database of Austrian Shoah and Gestapo Victims (DBSHOA): http://www.doew.at/personensuche 
(accessed 18 January 2019).

58. DBSHOA: http://www.doew.at/personensuche (accessed 18 January, 2019).

59. Curt Klein Bernhard, Interview on 15 December 1994 in Los Angeles, USC Shoah Foundation, Visual History Archive (VHA), 
Interview Code 382.
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Source 5.09 Gestapo Tagesbericht Nr. 5 (14-16 March 1944) | DŎW

Source 5.09   Description
 
This Gestapo Daily Report, dated 14-16 March 1944, mentions the deportation transport of 10 March 
1944 from Vienna Nordbahnhof to Theresienstadt/Terezín, indicating the majority of the deportess as 
people of dissolved "mixed marriages", whose "Aryan" spouses had either died or divorced them. 
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Source 5.10  Medical Journal from Sammellager Klein Sperlgasse 21a (26 September - 06 October 1942) | JMW Archive

Source 5.10 Description 
 
This medical journal from the collection camp ("Sammellager") at Kleine Sperlgasse 2a reveals different 
entries by the medical staff in the camp, including Jewish doctors and nurses. In case of illnesses, 
internees were transferred to the Jewish hospital ("Rothchildspital") or to the Jewish children's hospital 
("Kinderspital"). One of them was the 14 year-old Gerty Taussing, who on 30 September 1942 was 
diagnosed with dipththeria. 

Some of the entries indicate the despair of the people in the collection camp, who committed suicide 
on location. These two pages, compiled between 26 September and 06 October 1942, document - in 
addition to one birth and a few cases of illness - a total number of four suicides. Among them was 
Frieda Kliment ("Klimont"), who on 05 October 1942 jumped from a window. She was taken to the 
Jewish hospital and saved - only to be deported from Nordbahnhof a few months later. 
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Source 5.11 a Deportation list for transport IV/14n (11 November 1943) | VWI Archive

Source 5.11  Descripion 

This deportation list mentions Josef, Hermine and Gertude Bäck on page 1 (5.11 a) and Heinrich, 
Herbert and Wanda Neuhaus on page 2 (5.11 b). The deportation number quoted in this document 
was later changed from IV/14 l to IV14 n.
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Source 5.11 b Deportation list for transport IV/14n (11 November 1943) | VWI Archive
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Source 5.12           Herbert Neuhaus in the laboratory of his father Heinrich Neuhaus in their apartment in Haasgasse 8 in Vienna | Herbert Neuhaus 

Source 5.12  Description 

Herbert Neuhaus was born in 1923 in Vienna. His family was able stay in Vienna until November 
1943, because his father was a doctor at the Jewish Hospital. On 11 November 1943 Herbert and 
his parents, Heinrich and Wanda, were deported to Theresienstadt (see 5.11 b). They survived. After 
the war, Herbert Neuhaus studied medicine in Vienna and graduated in 1950. He moved with his 
wife to the United States, where he died in Chicago in 2016. The text below is a passage from his 
unpublished autobiography.

The Arrest

"One evening in early October 1943 there was a knock on our apartment door and when we opened 
the door, we found three poorly dressed, tired and wearily looking men asking to enter. They 
introduced themselves as polish Jews who had escaped a labor or concentration camp and were 
given our address by an underground network. We let them in, fed them and they spent the next 2 
days and nights with us sleeping on a couch, in chairs and on the floor. By then they had made further 
contacts and it was deemed safer for them to split up and only one of them, a Mr. Novakovsky, would 
stay with us.

In the past, the people who had found shelter in our home, were Viennese Jews who had simply 
disappeared before they could be arrested or rounded up for transportation to the east and the police 
or Gestapo did not specifically look for them. In this case, however, we were dealing with escapees 
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from a camp, who possibly belonged to an underground network, were, maybe, politically active or 
saboteurs and as such known to the Gestapo and on their wanted list. May be my father knew this and 
the danger we exposed ourselves to; my mother and I certainly were not aware of these facts. As it 
turned out, the Gestapo was indeed looking for them, found their trail and traced them to our house. 
And the trap closed shut on the evening of October 13 [1943]. 

I was as usual at my job at the Hospital, Malzgasse 16, and before going home for the day, I stopped 
at the hospital kitchen to pick up the dinner for the family. For some time already we had found it 
convenient and advantageous to turn over our own food ration cards to the hospital and in turn be 
provided with prepared meals for lunch and dinner. Since I was the 'darling’ of the 3 cooks (Mrs. 
Bergsmann, the chief dietitian, skinny Helene and a rather heavy lady, whose name I forgot). They 
usually spoiled me when dishing out food for our meals. 

Thus, I was walked home [sic] with my big leather bag with pots and dishes, rang the doorbell, when a 
stranger opened the door and before I knew what had happened, he grabbed me, threw me against 
the wall, all the time pointing a gun into my face. My father, who had witnessed the scene in horror, 
threw himself between the armed man and me, screaming ”this is my son, this is my son, don’t hurt 
him!”. One of the 2 men, Gestapo officers, as we soon learned, pushed him aside and knocked him to 
the floor, still believing that I was one of the wanted escapees. 

It took a while to convince him of my identity and after the other Gestapo man inspected my leather 
bag and found the still hot hospital food instead of guns or whatever he expected to find, the situation 
became more relaxed and we were allowed to move about the apartment, which already had been 
torn apart in a thorough search. Of course, they found the illegal [person] still in the kitchen, busily 
producing alcohol, they found my crystal radio under my bed, strictly forbidden for Jews, they found 
some akt photos [nude pictures], which I had taken some time before of my girlfriend Dolfi (I always 
liked photography) and made a big issue of that, threatening me with all kinds of punishment, but 
actually enjoying the pictures and the whole situation, and then, out of character, became friendly and 
told me that they would forget that they ever found those pictures and flushed them down the toilet. 

Then we settled down for the long wait for our secret tenant. After a short while the telephone rang 
and one of the 2 Gestapo men picked it up, introduced himself as Dr. Neuhaus and had a short 
conversation with the caller inviting him to come over right away. Apparently, the caller did not know 
my father, otherwise he would not be fooled by the officer’s voice. This phone call cost the poor man 
his life. Half an hour later the doorbell rang, the Gestapo agent opened the door, introduced himself as 
Dr. Neuhaus and led the visitor into the small waiting room.

The stranger explained that he was a Jew, married to an Aryan wife and as such safe and protected, 
but that he needed some money and would like to sell some gold jewelry. He was given my father a 
name as a possible interested buyer (another strike against my father) and he had the gold with him. 
The Gestapo-agent showed great interest (the other man thinking he is dealing with Dr. Neuhaus) and 
as soon as the jewelry was produced, the agent arrested the man, then called for a car and the poor 
guy was taken away and never heard of again. This was the most tragic aspect of this fateful evening: 
this man, protected by his wife, would probably have survived the Hitler years unharmed had he not 
made this unfortunate phone call at the wrong time. Then the wait continued. 
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Just before 10 pm there was a discreet knock at the door and we all knew that this was it. The 
Gestapo agents asked me to open the door and went out of sight. Mr. Novakovsky was alone. I am 
sure he could see the terror in my face, but there was nothing he or I could do. The moment he 
entered the apartment the two agents jumped him, guns in their hands, knocked him to the ground, 
handcuffed him and it was all over. Again, a car was called and Mr. Novakovsky, and also my father, 
were taken away. Before he was removed, the agents told my mother and me to “say goodbye to your 
husband and father. You will never see him again”. I still hear those words clearly in my memory, but I 
do not remember that they had a major emotional impact on me. 

From the moment I returned home that evening and was confronted by the two Gestapo agents, I 
knew that we had come to the end of our lives. There was [an] immediate acceptance of our fate and 
a strange calmness had taken over. Thus, these words did not come as a surprise. I knew they would 
kill my father and I was as convinced that they would kill me and my mother. We then spend at least 
another hour in the apartment waiting for the possible appearance of the other two escapees. But they 
never showed. Now it was time for my mother and me to be taken away. This time no car was called, 
we had to walk through the silent streets of Vienna from Haasgasse over the Augarten bridge to the 
Gestapo headquarters on Morzinplatz. It was a very relaxed walk, we did not seem dangerous, there 
was no danger that we would run away; after all, the agent had warned me, “any funny business and I 
would have a bullet (“Bohne”) in my back”. […] 

When we arrived at the Gestapo Headquarter we were immediately taken upstairs and had to wait on 
a bench in a long hallway. After some time, a door opened and my father was led out to join us. He 
looked alright, there were no signs of any beatings. He later told us that during the interview he was 
threatened with a gun, which the Gestapo agent then put on the desk in front of him. When he later 
walked away from the desk, he left the gun lying there and my father picked it up and handed it to the 
officer, saying ”you forgot your gun”. The agent put the gun back into his holster and never took it out 
again. […] 

I am sure my father’s reputation and demeanour during the interview saved our lives. Be it as it may, 
we three were taken downstairs, being one of the few prisoners to leave this infamous building alive, 
into a waiting car. With renewed warning that we would be shot at any attempt to escape, they drove 
us to the Police prison ‘Rossauerlände” (the “Liesl”), where we would spend the next month. It is only a 
short ride from the Gestapo headquarter on Morzinplatz to the Police prison. 

It was in the early morning hours when we were led into the courtyard of the prison. The yard was filled 
with a gray mass of prisoners with shorn heads, staring at us with terror and fear in their eyes, lined 
up in march formation, ready to be shipped out. I learned later, that this was the night of each week, 
when prisoners brought in during that week would be shipped to Auschwitz. During the following 
month I went through the horrifying experience each week during that particular night, expecting to be 
removed from the cell for the Auschwitz transport. How often did I think the moment had come, when 
I heard the guards’ footsteps approach our cell door, but then stop at a neighboring cell and then the 
guards’ and prisoners’ footsteps disappeared in the night. […] 
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We did not know anything about the fate of my mother and had the darkest premonitions concerning 
our future. […] One month after our imprisonment, on Thursday, 11 November 943 at 8 am, we were 
taken from our cell (# 31 according to my father’s diary) and led to a fairly big assembly room where 
at last we saw my mother again. We hardly recognised her: her hair had turned white, she had lost a 
lot of weight, her worn and haggard face bore a frightfully painful expression. Not only had she been 
imprisoned with a gang of prostitutes, who mistreated her and took her food away, but she had been 
kept in the dark about our fate, as we had about hers and she was convinced we had been executed.

After a tearful reunion we were driven in a police car to the detention center [at] Malzgasse 7, across 
the street from the hospital, where we were told that we had been assigned to a transport to the K.Z. 
Theresienstadt, which was to leave in the afternoon. The transfer to the detention center Malzgasse, 
the events of the day and the transport to the Theresienstadt camp, as well as our life there, have been 
described in detail by my father in his diary (in German). 

Soon after we had arrived at the Malzgasse, my father and I were taken under the supervision of the 
hospital electrician Mr. Molner or Moller and as far as I remember, the hospital plumber Alex, to our 
apartment to pack a suitcase for each of us. […] 

As Vienna by that time was practically “Judenrein” (free of Jews) there were no longer any mass 
transports, as in the past (usually 5000 persons or more), but only small groups were deported, 
whenever a worthwhile number of victims had “accumulated”. Thus, our group consisted of 
91 persons and we were placed in regular 3rd class railroad cars and given lunchboxes by the 
Ältestenrat. Our Theresienstadt transport number was IV (Vienna) 14n the nth or 13th subtransport of 
the 14th transport. Our individual numbers were 1048, 1049 and 1050. We left on 11 November 1943 
at 5.30 pm and arrived in Theresienstadt the following day [on] November 12 at 4 pm."
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Date    Destination    Number of Deportees

28 April 1944  Theresienstadt/Terezín  79 / 80

This transport included the seven Schwarz siblings: Berta, Erwin, Hilda, Kurt, Margarethe, Anna and 
Maria; who had grown up in a poor neighbourhood in Vienna (see 5.13). According to Nazi racial 
laws, they were classified as “half-Jewish” (see footnote 37). After the Nazi takeover in 1938, their 
“Aryan” mother, Rosa Schwarz became involved with a National Socialist and chose to dispose of 
her Jewish family. She denounced her Jewish husband Michael Schwarz for Communist activities. 
He was arrested and deported to Auschwitz in a single transport in June 1943, where he was 
subsequently murdered.60 Rosa put her younger children in the Jewish orphanage (Kurt, Margarethe, 
Anna and Maria), while the older Schwarz siblings (Berta, Hilda and Erwin) were moved to a collective 
apartment and worked as forced labourers. In 1944, she denounced Berta and Erwin for not wearing 
the mandatory yellow star. The Schwarz siblings were arrested and deported with their younger 
siblings from the orphanage to Theresienstadt/Terezín, where all seven children miraculously survived. 
Maria Schwarz (today Gabrielsen) wrote about their deportation from Nordbahnhof station in her 
autobiography (Appendix 1, in German). After the war, Rosa Schwarz was put on trial and sentenced 
to five years in prison.61 

Date    Destination    Number of Deportees

28 June 1944  Theresienstadt/Terezín  18
16 August 1944  Theresienstadt/Terezín  16
20 November 1944 Theresienstadt/Terezín   04
22 November 1944 Theresienstadt/Terezín  01

Dr. Emil Wolf (born 1886), was deported on the 22 November 1944 transport from Nordbahnhof and 
liberated in Theresienstadt/Terezín in May 1945 by the Red Army. He was fortunate, that deportations 
to Auschwitz had just stopped. The last transport to Auschwitz left from Theresienstadt/Terezín on 28 
October 1944 with 2032 people. Emil Wolf survived.62

60. DBSHOA: http://www.doew.at/personensuche (accessed 18 January 2019).

61. Maria Gabrielsen / Oddvar Schjolberg, Angezeigt von Mama. Die Geschichte einer Denunziation, Wien 2018. See also: 
Herbert Dohmen/Nina Scholz, Denunziert. Jeder tut mit. Jeder denkt nach. Jeder meldet, Wien 2003, S. 9–20.

62. Dokumentationsarchiv des österreichischen Widerstandes (DÖW) / Institut Theresienstädter Initiative (eds.), Theresienstädter 
Gedenkbuch. Österreichische Jüdinnen und Juden in Theresienstadt 1942-1945, Prague 2005, 485, 637.
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Source 5.13 Deportation list from Nordbahnhof to Theresienstadt/Terezín (28 April 1944) | Austrian State Archives

Source 5.13   Description 
 
This deportation list (28 April 1941) mentions the seven Schwartz siblings: Berta, Erwin and Hilda 
Schwarz, as well as the younger Anna, Kurt, Margarete and Mariz Schwarz, who were living at 
the Jewish orphanage on Mohalegasse (today's Tempelgasse 3). All seven childen survived in 
Theresienstadt/Terezín.
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Date    Destination    Number of Deportees

01 February 1945 Theresienstadt/Terezín  0004
06 or 07 March 1945 Theresienstadt/Terezín  1073

An unusually large transport of Hungarian-Jewish forced labourers was dispatched from the 
Nordbahnhof station in March 1945. Arik Brauer, who was working in the carpenter shop of the 
“Council of Elders” (former Jewish community) witnessed the deportation, as he was sent to 
Nordbahnhof to build small podiums to help people enter the wagons, which might have been 
cattle trains at that time.63 By the time this transport arrived in Theresienstadt/Terezín, deportations 
to Auschwitz had long stopped. Therefore, the large majority of the deportees survived and were 
liberated by the Red Army in May 1945. 13 people nonetheless perished in Theresienstadt/Terezín. 
The fates of two deportees from this transport remain unknown.64

Date    Destination    Number of Deportees

19 March 1945  Theresienstadt/Terezín  0011

The last transport from Vienna Nordbahnhof station to Theresienstadt/Terezín left in March 1945, 
few weeks before liberation. Among the all-female deportees was Cornelia Salzer, who had managed 
for three years to “go underground” and evade deportation with her husband Kurt Salzer. On 25 
November 1944, they were caught by the Gestapo. While Cornelia survived in Theresienstadt/Terezín, 
along with the other 10 female deportees, her husband was deported to Mauthausen and killed in 
Ebensee in April 1945.65

63. Interview with Arik Brauer on 19 October 2016 for the exhibit, “Letzte Orte vor der Deportation”. https://www.oeaw.ac.at/
ausstellung-letzte-orte/ (accessed 30 January 2019). 

64. Dokumentationsarchiv des österreichischen Widerstandes (DÖW) / Institut Theresienstädter Initiative (eds.), Theresienstädter 
Gedenkbuch. Österreichische Jüdinnen und Juden in Theresienstadt 1942-1945, Prague 2005, 543.

65. Dokumentationsarchiv des österreichischen Widerstandes (DÖW) / Institut Theresienstädter Initiative (eds.), 
Theresienstädter Gedenkbuch. Österreichische Jüdinnen und  Juden in Theresienstadt 1942-1945, Prague 2005, 597. 
Gestapo Tagesbericht 4 (24-30 November, 1944), 14. DBSHOA: http://www.doew.at/personensuche (accessed 18 January  
2019).
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Transports from Nordbahnhof station to Auschwitz
 
The Nordbahnhof station was the central deportation point of the Gestapo. People defined 
“Jewish” and arrested by the Gestapo, were deported from Nordbahnhof to Auschwitz in so-called 
“Schutzhäftlinge” ("protected prisoners"), small or single transports. According to Jonny Moser, the first 
single transport from Nordbahnhof to Auschwitz took place with three people in as early as 1940.66 
Gestapo prisoners and other arrestees were customarily transferred from the Gestapo headquarter at 
Morzinplatz or one of Vienna’s prisons directly to Nordbahnhof station. These prisoners were deported 
in cell wagons to Auschwitz. Regular transports to Auschwitz were organised in special carriages 
at the “Postrampe” of the station, leaving around 6 am from Nordbahnhof and attached to regular 
passenger trains, guarded by Schutzpolizei officers. Transports to Auschwitz (“to the east”) were given 
the transport number 47, starting with transport 47a on 03 March 1943. The SS man Ernst Girzick was 
in charge of the transports to Auschwitz at the railway station until his transferral to the “Zentralstelle” 
headquarters in Prague some time in March 1943. Overall, the sources for transports to Auschwitz are 
scarce and there are only a few deportation lists in the archives. 

Source 5.14   Description  
 
Shoah Foundation tesimony by Regine Chum, who was arrested as a Jewish member of the 
resistance and deported from Nordbahnhof to Auschwitz in a single transport (VHA 30586). 
For a German language transcript of the interview, see Appendix 2.

66. Jonny Moser, Österreich, in: Wolfgang Benz, Dimension des Völkermords. Die Zahl der jüdischen Opfer des 
Nationalsozialismus, Munich 1996, 86. In the years 1938-1939, arrested Jewish individuals and political prisoners were 
deported to the concentration camps of Dachau and Buchenwald from the Westbahnhof train station. 
https://www.oeaw.ac.at/ausstellung-letzte-orte/ (accessed 30 January 2019).

Source 5.14           Shoah Foundation Testimony by Regine Chum, recorded on 19 April 1997 in Vienna | USCF (accessed 19 January 2019) 
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Source 5.15    Train schedule of prisoner transports | source: Reichbahndirektion Berlin (Hg), Kursbuch für die Gefangenenwager, Berlin, 1940, 162.

Source 5.15  Description 

This is a train schedule of the Reichsbahn for prisoner transports in cell wagons. Prisoner transports 
with Jewish prisoners were usually transferred to Auschwitz via Prague. 
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Date    Destination    Number of Deportees

03 March 1943   Auschwitz    75

30 people in this transport were Slovakian Jews who had been caught at the Swiss border after 
a failed attempt to flee Nazi Germany. According to the Gestapo report, they were residents of 
Pressburg and had been hiding on coal train cars.67 Furthermore, according to the deportation list, 
there were some people, who had been deported to open Polish ghettos in February and March 1941, 
but had managed to return to Vienna – something considered illegal by the Nazi authorities. 

Brandel (born 1908) and Deborah Feuer (1893) had been deported to Kielce on the transport on 19 
February 1941. They had managed to return and remain “underground” until they were caught and 
deported to Auschwitz. Cilla Billitz had also tried to evade deportation. According to a Gestapo report, 
she was arrested on 01 February 1943 and also put on this transport (see 5.19). Finally, Ladislaus 
Kluger, employee of the “Council of Elders” and warden at the collection camp, was deported with his 
wife Käthe and their 5-year-old son Kurt, after being denounced for warning Siegfried Wetreich about 
his imminent arrest. Wettreich, who had evaded deportation and gone underground, was deported 
together with the Kluger family (see 5.16). They did not survive.68 

Date    Destination    Number of Deportees

31 March 1943  Auschwitz   85

The majority of the people in transport 47b held Romanian citizenship. They were deported because 
the protection of a “foreign citizenship” had become invalid due to political changes in Romania. 
Among them was Dora Katz, mother of Martin Katz, who had been protected from deportation 
until now. Martin Katz managed to evade the transport, while his mother was deported and killed in 
Auschwitz (see 5.18 a). Margit Weiss, who was an employee of the “Council of Elders” and worked as 
a Kindergarten teacher in the Jewish orphanage in Tempelgasse (today: Tempelgasse 3), was also on 
this transport. She was deported with her 10-year-old son, Hannes Halasz, who was also living in the 
orphanage (see 5.18 b).69

67. Gestapo Tagesbericht 1 (29 January - 01 February 1943), 4-6. In the collection camp (Sammellager) at Malzgasse, Helga 
Feldner-Busztin (then Pollak) met these Slovakian Jews, who already had a clear knowledge about what was going on in 
Auschwitz. As Helga remembers, most of the people in the camp found these stories completely unbelievable: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kWEtVZzUUo&t=1100s

68. DBSHOA: http://www.doew.at/personensuche (accessed 18 January, 2019). Dokumentationsarchiv des österreichischen 
Widerstandes (DÖW) / Institut Theresienstädter Initiative (eds.), Theresienstädter Gedenkbuch. Österreichische Jüdinnen und Juden 
in Theresienstadt 1942-1945, Prague 2005.

69. Martin Katz, Meine Neuen Leben, Vienna 2011, S. 72-75, 81-86. DBSHOA: http://www.doew.at/personensuche (accessed 18 
January, 2019).
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Source 5.16 Gestapo Tagesbericht Nr. 5 (12-14 February 1943) | DÖW

Source 5.16  Description 

This Gestapo Daily Report mentions the arest of the "half-Jew" Katharina Fischer, categorised as 
"Geltundsjüdin" (see footnote 39), for not wearing the yellow star (also see 5.03). The denunciation of 
Ladislaus Kluger is also noted, who had warned Siegried Wetreich of his imminent arrest. 
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Source 5.17 Gestapo Tagesbericht Nr. 3, regarding the arrests of Otto Lauterbach (07 - 09 December 1943) | DÖW

Source 5.17   Description 

Gestapo Daily report lists Otto Lauterbach, who was previously protected through marriage to a 
woman of Catholic descent, but denonced by the care taker of his building for listening to foreign 
radio stations - a major violation of Nazi laws - and the "illegal wearing of a traditional Austrian folk 
suit [Trachtenanzug], which was forbidden to Jews by anti-Jewish legislation. subsequently, Otto 
Lauterbach was arrested and deported to Auchwitz. He survived. 
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Source 5.18  Deportation list for transport 47 b on 31 March 1943 (based on names and addresses) | VWI Archive

Source 5.18 a Description  
 
Deportation list for transport 47 b on 31 March 1943, mentions Hannes Halasz, who was deported 
from the Jewish orphanage at Mohapelgasse 3 (today's Tempelgasse 3), where his mother, Margit 
Weiss worked as a care taker. Dora Katz is the last name mentioned on this list.
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Source 5.18 b          Deportation list for transport 47 b on 31 March 1943 (based on citizenship) | VWI Archive

Source 5.18 b  Description 
 
A second deportation list of the same transports reveals the citizenship of the deportees. As 
mentioned before (see 31 March 1943), the majority held Romanian citizenships. Dora Katz with the 
number 52, is mentioned fourth on this list and at the bottom of the page, appears the name of Margit 
Weiss with the number 83. 
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Source 5.18 c Description 
This photogaph of Hannes Halasz (born 20 April 1920) and his mother, Margit Weiss (born 28 February 
1899) belongs to Susannel Lundell, whose grandfather (Helmut Weiss) was the half-brother of Hannes 
Halasz. Helmut Weiss escaped to Sweden in 1939.  

Source 5.18  c Photograph of Hannes Halasz | Helmut Weiss / Susanne Lundell
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Source 5.19  Gestapo Tagesbericht Nr. 2 (02-04 February 1943) | DÖW

Source 5.19  Description 

This Gestapo Daily Report documents events during 1938 and 1945, which were of interest to 
the official secret police of the Nazi regime and covered topics, such as sabotage, communists, 
resistance, churches, Jews; with headings including "foreigners" and "party matters". This report 
details the arrest of seven people who were defined Jewish" or "half-Jewish" by Nazi racial laws, 
including Herta Bauer and Cilla Billitz, who had tried to evade deportation and had gone underground. 
They were also charged with not wearing the yellow star and going to restaurants and coffee houses 
Both were deported from Nordbahnhof and became victims of the Shoah. 
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Date    Destination    Number of Deportees

07 October 193  Auschwitz   21
01 December 1943 Auschwitz   25
24 February 1944 Auschwitz   41
26 April 1944  Auschwitz   19
27 June 1944  Auschwitz   22

According to historians, Alfred Gottwaldt and Diana Schulle, eight Jewish women were among the 22 
deportees of transport 47g, which had left Vienna on 27 June 1944 and were selected for work in the 
camp. All others were murdered immediately after arrival.70 

Date    Destination    Number of Deportees

28 June 1944  Auschwitz   38

This transport on the following day was handled without being given a separate registration number. 
According to Gottwaldt/Schulle, only six Jewish men among the 38 deportees were selected for work 
in the camp. All others were murdered upon arrival.71

Date    Destination    Number of Deportees

21 August 1944  Auschwitz   02
01 September 1944 Auschwitz   29

According to Gottwaldt/Schulle, only five Jewish men among the 29 deportees of transport 47h  were 
selected for work in the camp. The others were murdered immediately after arrival.72

Date    Destination    Number of Deportees

05 October 1944 Auschwitz   100

No deportation list is available for this date at this time, which makes it impossible to reconstruct the 
biographies of the deportees.

70. Alfred Gottwaldt / Diana Schulle, Die „Judendeportationen“ aus dem Deutschen Reich 1941-1945, Wiesbaden 2005, 433. 
Danuta Czech, Kalendarium der Ereignisse im Konzentrationslager Auschwitz-Birkenau 1939–1945, Hamburg 1989, 807.

71. Gottwaldt / Schulle, Die „Judendeportationen“ aus dem Deutschen Reich 1941-1945, 433. Czech, Kalendarium der 
Ereignisse im Konzentrationslager Auschwitz-Birkenau, 808.
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6. Institutions and Protagonists

Adolf Eichmann and the Vienna “Central Agency for Jewish 
Emigration” 

Adolf Eichmann was transferred to Vienna after the “Anschluss” as head of Section II-112 in the 
SS Upper Section Danube, which coordinated, and soon after, also directed anti-Jewish policies 
in Austria. In August 1938 he became director of the newly established “Central Office for Jewish 
Emigration” (“Zentralstelle für Jüdische Auswanderung”), which actively robbed Jews of properties 
through an extensive system of fees and taxes imposed in exchange for emigration permits and 
passports. In December 1939, Eichmann was finally appointed head of the section of “Evacuation 
Affairs” (later the “Department of Jewish and Evacuation Affairs IV-B4”) at the SS Main Security Office 
(Reichssicherheitshauptamt, RSHA) in Berlin, but continued to have a large influence on activities in 
Vienna. Under his successor, Alois Brunner (Brunner I), the “Central Offce for Jewish Emigration” - 
alongside the Gestapo - became the central institution to organise the deportation of the Austrian 
Jewish population. Once the majority of the Jewish population had been deported and the staff of the 
“Zentralstelle” had moved on to Prague, the Gestapo became the main institution for organising all 

deportations from Nordbahnhof.73

“Institutions of powerlessness”: The Vienna Jewish Community 
(IKG) and later “Council of Elders” 

In the Jewish Community’s Emigration Department, employees and volunteers provided information 
about passport and visa matters, as well as tax and financial statements. Prior to the ban on 
emigration on 10 November 10 1941, 128,500 Jews managed to leave Austria.74 With the beginning of 
the deportations, the tasks of the Emigration Department changed. Once emigration became entirely 
prohibited in October 1941, the Jewish Community was forced to assist the “Central Agency for 
Jewish Emigration” (“Zentralstelle”) to organise the deportations. Its new task was to provide the staff 
required to organise the transports based on the deportation lists supplied by the “Central Agency.” 
However, leading Jewish Community functionaries were able to make requests for employees who 
they defined indispensable to be taken off the transport lists. To replace them, the “Central Agency 
for Jewish Emigration” put other people on the list. The Jewish Community’s Emigration Department 
and its employees, who had previously helped thousands of people to flee the country and thereby 
save their lives, were now compelled to act as part of the administrative machinery behind the 
deportations.75

73. Hecht / Lappin-Eppel / Raggam-Blesch, Topographie der Shoah, 123, 136 f.; Rosenkranz, Verfolgung und Selbstbehauptung, 
34. Rabinovici, Instanzen der Ohnmacht, 70-71. Gabriele Anderl / Dirk Rupnow, Die Zentralstelle für Jüdische Auswanderung als 
Beraubungsinstitution, Österreichische Historikerkommission, vol. 20/1, Vienna / Munich, 2004, 76-77. Hans Safrian, Die Eichmann-
Männer, Vienna, 1993, 89, 93.

74. Hecht / Lappin-Eppel / Raggam-Blesch, Topographie der Shoah, 442-443. Anderl / Rupnow, Die Zentralstelle für jüdische 
Auswanderung,  127. Lisa Hauff, Zur politischen Rolle von Judenräten. Benjamin Murmelstein in Wien 1938-1942, Göttingen, 
2014, 138 f.; Rosenkranz, Verfolgung und Selbstbehauptung, 81, 270; Doron Rabinovici, “‘Der letzte der Ungerechten’ Benjamin 
Murmelstein,” in Ordnung muss sein. Das Archiv der Israelitischen Kultusgemeinde Wien, exhibition catalogue, Vienna, 2007, 
187–193.

75. Rabinovici, Instanzen der Ohnmacht, 264-267. Hecht / Lappin-Eppel / Raggam-Blesch, Topographie der Shoah, 444-445. 
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Removing their employees from deportation lists left Jewish Community functionaries with a dilemma, 
for each “deferred” person another person was deported by the “Central Agency” (and later by the 
Gestapo). This accounts for the accusations raised by survivors against the Jewish Community after 
the war for having instigated and not prevented specific deportations. These survivors and relatives of 
deportees considered the Jewish Community as accomplices. In his book “Instanzen der Ohnmacht” 
(“Institutions of Powerlessness”, published in English in 2011 as “Eichmann’s Jews”), Doron Rabinovici 
casts light on the forced collaboration and limited room for Manoeuvre of Jewish Community 
employees and functionaries.76 

7. Transports and Victim Numbers
The total number of Jewish deportees from the Nordbahnhof in Vienna is estimated between 3,244 
and 3,248 people. Most of them were deported during the years 1943-1945. Between 2,141 and 
2,145 of these deportees were Jews from Austria.77 The other victims comprised an exceptionally 
large transport of Hungarian Jewish forced labourers and people of other nationalities, who 
had been captured and deported from or via Vienna. The total number of survivors from these 
Nordbahnhof transports is at best an educated estimate, undermined by the scarceness of existing 
data. Furthermore, the number of survivors - estimated between 1,561 and 1,693 people - is further 
complicated by the inclusion of the 1,073 Hungarian forced labourers, who arrived in Theresienstadt/
Terezín shortly before the end of the war at a time when deportations to Auschwitz had already 
stopped. Of the estimated 2,156 - 2,160 people deported from Nordbahnhof from 1940 until the end of 
1944, only 488 and 620 survivors have been verified.     

There are indications that the actual number of deportees from Nordbahnhof will remain unknown, 
as some people deported in spring 1941 managed to return to Vienna. They were arrested with the 
charge of “illegal return”. While some of them could be identified on subsequent deportation lists on 
the Nordbahnhof transports, others were deported on regular transports without being name checked 
or in separate transports, which until now have not yet been recorded.78

During the years 1943-1945 another 46 or 47 Austrian Jews were deported to Theresienstadt/
Terezín from smaller Austrian railway stations (Graz, Linz, Salzburg, Kremsmünster, Ried im Innkreis, 
Traunkirchen, Waidhofen an der Ybbs). In addition, another transport of Hungarian-Jewish forced 
labourers (77 people) were deported from Amstetten to Theresienstadt/Terezín on 15 April 1945.

76. Rabinovici, Instanzen der Ohnmacht, 2000, 266 f., 341, 361–388; Moser, Dr. Benjamin Murmelstein, 147–150.

77. The exact number is difficult to evaluate, since there might have been some among the transports from Nordbahnhof who had 
been deported from Vienna, but were of different nationalities, such as the 30 people caught at the Swiss border from Slovakia. 
These 30 have already been subtracted from the estimated number of Austrian Jewish deportees.

78. Transports of about 200 people who returned “illegally” in November of 1941 from Vienna Nordbahnhof. (See 5.01)  Jewish 
community memo on 13 November 1941, Joseph Löwenherz Collection, IKG Wien Memos 1938–1940, Leo Baeck Institute, AR 
25055. We thank Walter Manoschek for this information, who made us aware of this document.
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Source 7.01  Index of Transports from Nordbahnhof in Vienna 79 

Date      Destination   No. of Deportees 
Single transports 1940 80  Auschwitz   0003 
Single transports 1941 81  Auschwitz   0013 
Transports November 1941   Opole 82   0200 estimate 
Single transports 1942 83  Auschwitz   0013 
08 December 1942    Auschwitz   0009 
05 January 1943   Theresienstadt/Terezín  0100 
08 January 1943   Theresienstadt/Terezín  0100 
11 January 1943   Theresienstadt/Terezín  0100 
28 January 1943   Theresienstadt/Terezín  0009 
25 February 1943   Theresienstadt/Terezín  0070 
03 March 1943    Auschwitz   0075 84  
30 March 1943    Theresienstadt/Terezín  0101 
31 March 1943    Auschwitz   0085 
01 April 1943    Theresienstadt/Terezín  0072 
27 April 1943     Theresienstadt/Terezín  0002 
25 May 1943    Theresienstadt/Terezín  0203 / 0205 85  
24 June 1943    Theresienstadt/Terezín  0151 / 0152 86  
15 July 1943    Theresienstadt/Terezín  0017 
02 September 1943   Theresienstadt/Terezín  0020 
07 October 1943   Auschwitz   0021 
11 November 1943   Theresienstadt/Terezín  0091 
30 November 1943   Theresienstadt/Terezín  0046 
01 December 1943   Auschwitz   0025 
Single transports 1943 87  Auschwitz   0080  
24 February 1944   Auschwitz   0041 
10 March 1944    Theresienstadt/Terezín  0084 
26 April 1944    Auschwitz   0019  
28 April 1944    Theresienstadt/Terezín  0079 / 0080 88  
27 June 1944    Auschwitz   0022 
28 June 1944    Theresienstadt/Terezín  0018 
28 June 1944    Auschwitz   0038 
16 August 1944    Theresienstadt/Terezín  0016 
21 August 1944    Auschwitz   0002 
01 September 1944   Auschwitz   0029 
05 October 1944   Auschwitz   0100 
20 November 1944   Theresienstadt/Terezín  0004 
22 November 1944   Theresienstadt/Terezín  0001 
Single transports 1944   Auschwitz   0061 
Single transports without specifications Auschwitz   0010 
01 February 1945   Theresienstadt/Terezín  0004 
06 or 07 March 1945   Theresienstadt/Terezín  1073 
19 March 1945    Theresienstadt/Terezín  0011 
Total         3244 / 3248
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79. Data see: Jonny Moser, Österreich, in: Wolfgang Benz, Dimension des Völkermords. Die Zahl der jüdischen Opfer des 
Nationalsozialismus, Munich 1996, 72-92. Institut Theresienstädter Initiative (eds), Theresienstädter Gedenkbuch. Österreichische 
Jüdinnen und Juden in Theresienstadt 1942-1945, Prague 2005. Alfred Gottwaldt / Diana Schulle, Die „Judendeportationen“ aus 
dem Deutschen Reich 1941-1945, Wiesbaden 2005.

80. According to Jonny Moser, there were already first single transports with Jewish prisoners in 1940. The exact data for the 
smaller deportation transports to Auschwitz by the Gestapo (single transports), which according to Moser always left from 
Nordbanhhof, is difficult to reconstruct. See Jonny Moser, Österreich, 86-87. 

81. See footnote 80.

82. These transports on 15, 16, 17 November 1941 have not been recorded until now and are based on documentation in 
the Jewish community memos (see 5.01).Deportees from Vienna, who had returned “illegally”, were sent back to Opole in the 
“Generalgouvernement”. 

83. See footnote 80. 

84. About 30 people of this transport were of Slovakian nationality. Gestapo Tagesbericht 1 (29 January - 01 February 1943), 4-6.

85. Deportation numbers differ between Jonny Moser (1985) and the Theresienstädter Gedenkbuch (2005) / Gottwald and schulle 
(2005).

86. See footnote 85.

87. The exact data for the smaller deportation transports to Auschwitz by the Gestapo (single transports), which according to Jonny 
Moser always left from Nordbahnhof, is difficult to reconstruct. See Jonny Moser, Österreich, 86-87. 

88. See footnote 85.
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8. Epilogue 
Nordbahnhof after World War Two

The Nordbahnhof was intact until near the end of World War Two. On 12 March 1945 part of the 
railway facilities were destroyed by British and US air raids. At the beginning of April 1945, when 
the Russian army liberated Vienna, further buildings of the train station were damaged. The bridges 
over the Danube and the Donaukanal were destroyed by the withdrawing Wehrmacht. The Russians 
built a track to the Nordwestbahnhof, the so called Russenschleife to use at least part of railroad 
infrastructure. During the 1950s the restoration of the historical train station buildings was under 
consideration by the authorities. Nevertheless, in 1955 the ÖBB (Australian Railway Company) started 
to build a new station for the express railroads, connecting to the public transport hub at Praterstern. 
The facilities of the Nordbahnhof were subsequently converted to a freight-only station and following 
years of neglect and lack of public use, suffered further decay. 

In May 1965, the still intact station building, located along the Nordbahnstraße was purposefully 
demolished (see 8.01) and replaced by two residential houses and one official residence. Four 
statues from the Royal Court Waiting Room were transferred to the headquarter of the ÖBB at 
Nordbahnstraße 50, the former “Hotel Donau”(see 8.02). In the 1980s the ÖBB dissolved most of 
the former goods station next to the Lassalle Street. Until March 2003, all railway activities were 
transferred to other train stations in Vienna.89 

In the 1990s, the City of Vienna, alongside ÖBB Real Estate and partner developers (Strabag and 
Wiener Städtische) launched a new urban regeneration plan, which aims to convert the former area 
of the Nordbahnhof and the Nordwestbahnhof - including the Nordbahnhalle, Coal Pits and their 
surroundings (see 8.05 & 8.06) - into a prominent housing and business area with a large nature park, 
called the Freie Mitte ('Open Middle/Free Centre', see 8.07). The Water Tower (see 8.03) and Railway 
Bridge (see 8.04) are being categorised as 'historical sites' and will remain intact. Plans for the other 
pre-existing structures are not publically presented.

At the time of publication, there is no public commemoration of the deportations that took place from 
Nordbahnhof between 1940/3 and 1945. 

89. Franz Haas, Der Wiener Nordbahnhof, Erfurt 2006, 11-12.
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Source 8.01 b    Photographs of Nordbahnhof pre demolition, April 1962 - May 1965 | © Franz Haas, Der Wiener Nordbahnhof, Erfurt 2006, 64-76.

Source 8.01 a     Photographs of Nordbahnhof pre demolition, April 1962 - May 1965 | © Franz Haas, Der Wiener Nordbahnhof, Erfurt 2006, 64-76. 

Source 8.01  Nordbahnhof after World War Two
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Source 8.01 d    Photographs of Nordbahnhof pre demolition, April 1962 - May 1965 | © Franz Haas, Der Wiener Nordbahnhof, Erfurt 2006, 64-76.

Source 8.01 c     Photographs of Nordbahnhof pre demolition, April 1962 - May 1965 | © Franz Haas, Der Wiener Nordbahnhof, Erfurt 2006, 64-76.
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Source 8.01 f     Photographs of Nordbahnhof post demolition, May 1965 | © Franz Haas, Der Wiener Nordbahnhof, Erfurt 2006, 64-76.

Source 8.01 e     Photographs of Nordbahnhof during demolition, May 1965 | © Franz Haas, Der Wiener Nordbahnhof, Erfurt 2006, 64-76.
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Source 8.02        Four statues from the Royal Court Waiting Room, on display today at ÖBB offices (W-1020, Nordbahnhalle 50) | Dieter J. Hecht  

Source 8.02  Remnants of Nordbahnhof Station 
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Source 8.03 b   Water Tower | Stadtwildnis, 2018-

Source 8.03 Water Tower

Source 8.03 a Site map of Water Tower and Nordbahnhalle, 2017 | www.stadtfabrik.at (accessed 22 May 2019)
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Nature at Nordbahnhof (photo) | Stadtwildnis, 2018

Source 8.04  Railway Bridge & Nature

Source 8.04 a Railway Bridge from Goods station to Handelskai (view from Innstrasse), 2019 |  _apex_archive (accessed 02 May 2019)
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Source 8.05  b   Surrounding Area (near Coal Pits), The Nordbahnhof Project/Borg 20 students | Claudia Lomoschitz, March 2019

Source 8.05 a         Surrounding Area (Nordbahnhalle in back left), The Nordbahnhof Project/Borg 20 students | Claudia Lomoschitz, March 2019

Source 8.05  Surroundings
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Source 8.06 b       Coal Pits (stones now destroyed or removed), The Nordbahnhof Project/Borg 20 students | Claudia Lomoschitz, March 2019

Source 8.06 a Coal Pits (new development in background) | Jade Niklai, April 2019

Source 8.06 Coal Pits 
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Source 8.07 b  Freie Mitte in the future (rendering)  | MA 21 Stadt Wien

Source 8.07 a  Freie Mitte today (photo) | Peter Rippl, 2018

Source 8.07  Freie Mitte 
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This report is produced with the permission of the following copyright holders:

Archives         Photographers

Austrian State Archives (OESTA)      Claudia Lomoschitz
District Museum Simmering      Mag. Hradecky 
Dokumentationsarchiv des österreichischen Widerstands (DÖW)  Dieter J. Hecht
Israelitische Kultusgemeinde Wien (IKG)     MA 8 & MA 21
Jewish Museum Wien (JMW)      Jade Niklai 
Leo Baeck Institute        Peter Rippl 
Vienna Wiesenthal Institute (VWI)     Stadtwildnis
Wiener Stadt-und Landes Archiv (WSLA)    

In supporting this research, special gratitude goes to:

Heidemarie Uhl, Priv. Doz. Mag. Dr. phil.
Senior Researcher, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna 
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11. Blood Mountain Projects 
Blood Mountain Projects is an independent cross-disciplinary research and curatorial platform. Its 
mission is to explore the cultural past, present and potential of Central Europe. It was founded in 
Budapest by Jade Niklai and Tom Sloan in 2010 with the support of an international board of trustees. 
In 2015 Blood Mountain relocated to Vienna and since 2018 operates as an Austrian-registered 
Kulturverein. For more information: www.bloodmountain.org/about/

The Nordbahnhof Project is Blood Mountain's first programme dedicated to the cultural past of 
contemporary Austria and the surrounding territories of the former Habsburg Empire.

Contact Details

Director: Jade Niklai, jade@bloodmountain.org 
Address: Das Packhaus, Marxergasse 24/2/306, Vienna 1030, Austria
info@bloodmountain.org, +43(0)676.930.7904, www.bloodmountain.org

Kulturverein:

ZVR number: 1618602558
Bank: AT 48 2011 1839 5977 5200
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Appendix 1
Maria Schwartz (today, Gabrielsen) wrote about her and her siblings' deportation from Nordbahnhof in 
her autobiography (Source 5.11): 

Maria Gabrielsen / Oddvar Schojolberg, Angezeigt von Mama. Die Gesichte einer 
Denunziation [Reported by Mama. A Story of A Denunciation], Wien 2018, S. 56-58. 

"Nicht lange danach traf ich meine drei anderen Geschwister wieder. Sie waren auch mit ähnlichen 
Säcken ausgerüstet worden. Jetzt kamen die anderen vom Kinderheim – sowohl die Kinder als auch 
die Erwachsenen – und verabschiedeten einen jeden von uns. Es war für uns alle ein sehr schwieriger 
Moment. Man gab uns ein paar Essenspäckchen, und später steckte uns jemand ein paar Süßigkeiten 
zu, die wir auf die Reise mitnehmen sollten. Alle weinten leise.

Plötzlich kamen Erwin, Hilda und Berta und gesellten sich zu uns. Damit waren alle sieben Schwarz-
Geschwister wieder vereint. […] Zu einem verabredeten Zeitpunkt fuhr ein Lastwagen vor. Einige 
Männer in Uniform wiesen uns an, auf die Pritsche hinaufzusteigen. Danach wurden wir zu einem 
Bahnhof gefahren. Dort herrschte reger Betrieb. Ständig kamen neue Lastwagen mit Leuten. Am 
Ende war alles voll mit Juden. Die gelben Sterne leuchteten uns grell entgegen. Einige standen da und 
diskutierten. Andere wirkten ziemlich niedergeschlagen und hatten sich auf ihre Koffer gesetzt. Auch 
waren viele Kinder da, aber sie waren alle mit ihren Eltern zusammen.

Wir standen zusammen in einer kleinen Gruppe. Ich hätte so gerne Papa bei mir gehabt, denn er war 
immer so gut darin, alles in Ordnung zu bringen. Jetzt war es Erwin, der seine Rolle übernahm. Erwin, 
der Älteste von uns, versuchte, uns zusammenzuhalten, während wir kleinen Geschwister ausdrücklich 
die Anweisung bekamen, uns bei den Händen zu fassen, sodass wir uns im Gedränge nicht verloren. 
Wir waren auf einem Bahnhof mit vielen verschiedenen Gleisen. Auf einem von ihnen war ein Zug 
vorgefahren. Er stand dort mit all den besonderen Geräuschen, die ein Zug hervorbringt. Er schnaufte 
und keuchte, während er zwischendurch etwas Dampf abließ. Männer in Uniformen riefen und 
schrien in alle Himmelsrichtungen Befehle, während ihre Köter mit ihrem scharfen Kläffen in den Chor 
einstimmten. Die ganze Szenerie machte uns Angst. Niemand von uns hatte Kontrolle über das was 
geschah. Wir mussten einfach mit unserer Ungewissheit und unserem spärlichen Gepäck und Proviant 
dort stehen bleiben. 
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Schließlich kam ein Mann zu uns herüber, um unsere Papiere anzuschauen. Ich fand, dass er sehr 
streng aussah. Ich wagte es nicht, den Mund aufzumachen. Zum Glück hatte Erwin alle unsere Papiere 
bei sich. Nachdem der Mann sie lang und breit gemustert hatte, bekamen wir den Befehl, in einen der 
Waggons einzusteigen.

Es waren nicht solche Viehwaggons, wie sie für die Transporte nach Auschwitz benutzt wurden, 
sondern gewöhnliche Eisenbahnwaggons mit Holzbänken zum Sitzen. Zum Glück gelang es uns, 
einander gegenüberliegende Plätze zu bekommen. Nun saß ich da und hielt krampfhaft mein 
Säckchen fest.

Nicht lange danach war der Waggon vollgepfercht mit Juden. Ich konnte keine Bekannten sehen, 
niemand von Simmering. Es waren nur unbekannte Menschen in allen Altersgruppen, von kleinen 
Babys bis hin zu alten Männern mit langem, grauen Bart. Manche trugen feine Sonntagsanzüge und 
Kleider, andere zerfetzte Lumpen. 

Daheim hatte ich gelernt, dass ich keine Leute anstarren sollte, aber jetzt konnte ich es nicht lassen, 
mich im Waggon umzusehen. Ich fand, dass viele von den anderen auch verängstigt aussahen. 
Manche weinten, ohne dass ich es hören konnte. Ich sah nur, wie die Tränen kullerten. Eigentlich 
hatte ich selbst Lust zu weinen, denn ich hatte auch Angst, aber es gelang mir, es zu unterdrücken. 
Zum Glück hatte ich alle Geschwister bei mir. Erwin war 21 Jahre alt, Hilda 18, Berta 16, Grete 14, ich 
war zehn Jahre alt, Annie sieben und Kurt erst sechs Jahre alt. Plötzlich spürten wir einen Ruck, und 
der Zug begann, langsam aus dem Bahnhofsgelände hinauszufahren – die Reise hatte begonnen. 
Die Reise mit einem für uns unbekannten Ziel. Ich hatte einige von den Erwachsenen im Waggon von 
Theresienstadt sprechen hören, aber ich hatte keine Ahnung, was das war. Für mich war es nur ein 
Name."
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Appendix 2
Excerpt from Shoah Foundation testimony by Regine Chum (Source 5.12)

"Und jetzt haben wir in Wien schon gehört von Auschwitz. Nur, was dort passiert, das… Wir haben 
uns gedacht, das ist wie Dachau, Buchenwald, aber nur größer. […] Aber, äh, mehr haben wir 
nicht gehört. Und wir sind begleitet worden… unser Transport, waren 17. Vier Burschen und 13 
Mädchen und junge Frauen. Und das war ein… kein Viehwaggon, sondern ein Zellenwaggon. Der… 
so ausschaut wie die 2. Klasse, nur war, waren Holzbänke damals drinnen. Und die Fenster waren 
vergittert. Das hat man nicht aufmachen können. Und die Tür war vergittert und zugesperrt. Und 
begleitet ist dieser Transport geworden von der Wiener Polizei. Und wir waren zu zweit in diesen Zellen 
drinnen, und die mit mir drinnen war, die hat so bitter geweint. 

Und ich hab gesagt: "Schau_", weil die Polizei draußen am Gang auf und ab gegangen ist und in 
unsere Zellen hinein gerufen hat: "Ihr werdet schauen, wo ihr hinkommt! Euch wird's gut gehen!" Und 
ich hab zu ihr gesagt. "Du, hör denen nicht zu. Die sind so betrunken, die wissen nicht einmal, wie sie 
heißen." Äh, wir sind… und diese, das haben wir in Wien schon gewusst, dass die Züge, alle Züge, 
die über Prag fahren, in Prag drei Stunden stehen bleiben. Das haben wir schon gewusst, von den 
Widerstandskämpfern. Weil, wenn, äh, jemand, äh, das Glück gehabt hat, und die Bewachung hat ihn 
auf die Toilette gelassen, der hat flüchten können. Die Toilettenfenster in diesen Waggons waren nicht 
vergittert, und die hat man aufmachen können. Und auf diese Züge…, diese Gefangenen-, äh, dieser 
Gefangenenwaggon war immer der erste nach der Lokomotive. Und das haben die tschechischen 
Widerstandskämpfer gewusst […] Aber, die Begleitung, was wir gehabt haben, die haben uns nicht 
auf die Toilette gelassen. Und wir sind gefahren, da hab ich noch eine Uhr gehabt, 17 Stunden bis 
Auschwitz."

Excerpt from source 5.12: Shoah Foundation Testimony by Regine Chum, recorded on 19 April 1997 in 
Vienna | USCF (accessed 19 January 2019)


